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GOVERNOR IS CHEST

LOOK

SOLDIERS AT CAMP I'DOMALD,

fill

NATIONAL
MEET

tors. "This team has held an excellent record for the past several years,
but this year is the first time a
laurel was captured by it.
The breaking of camp will taKe
place tomorrow morning, following
The
iJie early morning exercises.
loading of the general equipment will
take place first, after which tT baggage of the different companies wili
be taken to the Canta Fe station. At
about 11:30 o'clock the various companies will leave Camp McDonald in
regimental order and march to the
station. They will take a different
route from the camp, coming down
Bridge street, over Douglas avenue
and through the main part of East
Las Vegas. This form was originat
ed at the last state militia heht here
years ago and at the request of
of the citizens the officers de
to pui'i off the same stunt this
year. A large numner oi citizens
will watch for the parade at noon

MARCHES TO

CO

NDER-ME- F

Executive Reviews Troops and Officiates at
Inspection of the Gamp Grounds
PLEASED

WITH

THAT IS

SHOWING

IJAOEji

in Observance of Governor's Day, j'0
Entire City Enjoys
A Mimkeni Burge0n
While Larde Crowds Witness
eral of the camp, this morning anand Offices BeindB Closed
nounced that the sanitary conditions
Military Activities Big Dance at Commercial Club
of Camp McDonald werj better this
Rooms Tonight Ball at the Armory Encampment
year than in all previous history of
the New Mexico National Guard.
Will Break Up Tomorrow, Militiamen Marchthe use of incinerators all rnt-- j
With
ing Through the City to Santa Fe Station
of !n an excellent
bish was
Half-holida-

y

s

gi-Stnpp-

-

j

disposed
manner, while the personal effects of
the men were kept in excellent conto the
dition through instruction
company commanders. Major Midi-kestated that he had been in the
military service for a number o:
years and that the can.y this year
was by far the best in, a sanitary
way that he had ever observed.

At 2:30 o'clock this, afternoon the ever had supervision over he- had
national guard of New Mexico form- never seen such intelligent and caped in regimental order and marched able officers as he has had the pleasto the Boulevard where it met Gov- ure of meeting at this tamp, Lieuernor W. C. McDonald and his staff tenant Roseil has been an able inand escorted theso gentlemen to structor for the militia and every
At 3 o'clock oc- man there has benefited greatly from
Camp McDonald.
-

curred the regimental
ed by the regimental inspection by
Governor McDonald. These proved the
most interesting sights that have yet
been seen at the camp.
The regimental review was excellent. Starting from the camp, the
regiment, in charge of the regimental
officers, marched past the rarpe
house, near which Governor McDonald and his staff were located. The
officers and men were on their mettle during their work and the review
was worthy of commendation.
The inspection by the governor
All tne
also was well execute
the
wasv
while
best
at
its
equipment
men had made excellent preparations
to be in fine trim.
Governor McDonald expressed him-se'i- f
as pleased with the militia and
the inspection.
The morning program for today
consisted of the usual routine with
the addition of the inspection of the
camp by Lieutenant Rosen, U. SVA.
e
This inspection was taicen for
will
a
and
report
war department
be sent to Washington by the regular army officer, who has charge of
the camp. Lieutenant Roseil, when
mornapproached on the subject this
was
he
greatly pleasing, stated that
ed with the inspection and that it
was far better than he had expected
it would be when he first took charge.
Of all the inspections occurring duris
ing the state encampment this
as the
most
strenuous,
the
perhaps
officer
Inspector is a regular army
is
'necwhat
exactly
and knows just
conin
to
be
good
a
camp
for
essary
Rosell's
Lieutenant
With
dition.
statement this morning to the effect
nathat the camp and men of the
con
excellent
in
were
tional guard
dition the citizens of New Mexico
Mexmay rest assured that xthe New
ico National Guard is efficient. The
men were greatly pleased when they
learned that the insspection was
thus showing that their interest in the guard Is not lacking.
To the officers of the guard belongs the credit for the excellent
today-Mosshowing made by the militia
of these men have been with
the militia for several years. They
have given up their businessi and
time for the improvement of the
militia and their benefit to the guard
cannot be measured in money. The
officers were greatly pleased when
they learned that the inspection resulted satisfactorily. In speaking of
the officers of the regiment, Lieuten
ant Rose!! stated this morning that
ln all the state guards that he had
t

his instruction.' .
The camp was visited this afternoon by many Las "Vegas citizens
who thronged there in automobiles,
carriages and every other conveyance
obtainable. The street cars were
and the
loaded to their capacity
whole proceeding was greatly
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STANDS
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All the business houses of the city
closed their doors at noon and quiet
reigned in the city. From all the
principal business houses of the city
flags were flown, making the day a
real holiday.
With the stores closing their doors
at noon and the citizens attending
the parades at Camp McDonald, The
dance given by the First Regiment

BILL

PRESIDENT FAVORS PASSAGE OF
THE PROPOSED NEW CUR-

j

RENCY

Washington,

July

LAW
25.

President

Wilson endeavored today to reconcile difference at opinion among democrats of the house banking committee on the administration currency
bill. It seemed that the administration supporters would make an effort to have their bill reported soon
with a hope that the fight on amendments would be settled in the democratic caucus. The president spent
most of the forenoon with Representative Wingo of Arkansas, one of those
opposed to certain features of the
bill.

band at the armory in the evening,
the governor and his staff and the
officers of the' New Mexico National
Guard being the guests of The Las
Vegas Commercial club Tonight, Governor's Day was fittingly observed.
The reception that is to be given by
the Commercial club tonight will be
a brilliant affair and those in chai-ghave been busy all day making final
preparations ,to make n a success.
The' dance thjf is to be given by
the First Regiment band will be a
well attended affair, as a large number of Las Vegas citizens will attend.
The whole day has been turned
over to the observance of Governor's
Day and to the reception to those
in charge of the New Mexico National

"The democrats can and certainly
bet-orget together on a ball
conthe
after
said
Mr.
Wingo,
long,"
ference.
conference last
The president's
Henry, who
with
Representative
night
'has been recommending certain
satchanges, was described today as
to
arranged
The
president
isfactory.
Rags-dal- e
and
see Representatives Eagle
Monday. They nave been prom
Guard.
inent in opposition to the Glass bill.
The rifle team that will represent lt was jearned today that the presi-NeMexico at Camp Perry will be dent reKards It as inexpedient to in
chosen late this afternoon and will corporate in the bill the findings of
be announced in tomorrow's issue the Pnjo money trust commTlTee, and
of The Optic. Lieutenant Bump, u. that he had pointed out the necessity
S. A., stated this morning that the for keeping recommendations based
shooting of these men had greatly im- on these findings separate.
proved during the past few days and
Frequent conferences are looked
that prospects for an excellent team for at the "White House early next
were now assured. A number of week with a view to speeding the
the
bill through
men who were competing for the administration
team have withdrawn, thus leaving house committee.
all the time for practice for those
who need it. Lieutenant Bump has
SUFFRAGETTE IS ILL
taken a 'great interest in the rifle
JxHidcn, July 25. The consulting
of-team, and, according to the other
physicians in attendance on Mrs. Em- will
iT?"a
great meline Pankhurst, who was yesterficers of the camp,
benefit to these men when they enter day released from Hollway jail, take
such a serious view of her condition
the national shoot at Camp Perry.
The shoot that was held yesterday that they ordered today, the immedi- for the Jaffa and Buddeke cups end- ate resort to a transfusion of blood,
cap-Clovis
of
K
Trs ppr, burst's weakness and Jn
ed with Company
turing both trophies. The team fromjanjtion from the effecf8 0f her "hun- this company is composed of the foi-- ser an(j thirst strike" are so extreme
lowing members: Captain Blumlein,- that great apprehension is felt as to
First Sergeant Bieler, Corporal Mil- the outcome.
ine
ler and Corporal BUiinger.
.ghe could be no worse," was the
excellent statement made by on of the atten-I- shooting of this team was
and far ahead of all other compet- i- ants today.,
e
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IS

QUESTIONED BY MEN HE
SAYS HELPED HIM

SENATE

BE SIXTY

'STORY THEY

ACCEPTS

BUT THE LOWER

BRANCH WILL
MAKE HIS ASSERTIONS SUB-

JECT

TAR'S

TO

NAME

SECOND-TERMER-

TAKEN

.

PRI-

TOMORROW

MILITIA

CITY

ICO

IN THE CELLS
FRIENDS
SHOUT MALEDICTIONS AT THE

AGAINST

FROM

MEX-

WITH

WOULD

NOT

?

ND

REASON

NO

Washington,' July 25. Martin M.
story of iiis lobbying activ
ities for the National Ossociation of
before
iVianulacturers, as unfolded
before the senate lobby committee, is
to be allowed to stand practically
without
from democratic members of the committee.
Senators Nelson and Cummins
continue to demand
probably will
more dtailed statements of his letters as they are introduced into the
record, but the democratic members,
Senators Overman, Reed and Walsh,
expect to let the Mulhall story stand.
Mulhall will go before the house
lobby committee early next week,
and it is expected tnat mere he will
be subjected to a rigid examination
as to the charges contained in his
mass of corresp deuce that members of the housb' svere his close associates in politicfl convention work
and in efforts to head off labor legislation. "''

Ossinlng, N.' Y., July 2",. 'Sixty convicts, the dregs of the New York City
criminal class, wore taken one by
one from their cells in Sing Sins
a
prison to day ml placed aboard
tiain for the Btat. pris-J- i at Aubti'ii.
Recent riaU in Si.ig Sing caused
the warden to take no chances. Each
convict was heavily handcuffed and
shackled and then chained to his seat
in the railroad car.
A hundred prison guards did this
work. There was little sleep in the
some
prison last night. At intervals
of the prisoners would start to howl
and bang on their cell doors. The din
would Increase as it was taken up
down the line of cells and continue
until the angry convicts had worn
themselves out. It was scarcely day
light when the weary night shift of
guards was relieved by the keepers,
who had charge of the transfer of the
men to Auburn. When the first convicts were brought out to the car,
- woke.'-M- wc,
dent Taft asking for an interview tor Sing Sins "suddaily
than a thousand prisoners rushed to
Bird and himself.
and cursed and
"It will be a great help to" have their cell windows
and
howled
yelled threats at the
a number of the leaders of the mantouch
wltn
keepers.
ufacturing association in
The task of the authorities was by
the leaders of our party throughout
means over when they got the
no
the country in the present crisis,"
aboard the cars. On" the
nrisoners
the letter ran.
the car waa attached
which
'Mulhall swore he received a reply train to
to
find friends and re
from C. D. Norton, the president's they expected
and threats
the
of
convicts,
latives
interview
the
secretary, arranging
for Monday afternoon, September 12, had been made that attempts to re
lease the second term men might be
at Beverly.
October 5, 1910, Muihall wrote looked for anywhere between Ossinreason
this
iiieFor
Auburn.
and
former Senator Foraker about his
talk with President Taft, saying he there were almost as many guards on
had submitted names of men who the train as there were convicts. The
would help in the campaign.
town of Ossining last night and this
"He seemed to scrutinize the list morning was full of men breathing
very' closely," Mulhall wrote, "and vengeance against the prison authori
talked as if John Taylor of East ties.
The rest of the second term convicts
Liverpool and H. M. Hanna were not
enthusiastic friends or nis.
are to be sent away tomorrow. To
"He was greatly pleased with the them and a few of their more deswork I told him had been done in'i perate sympathizers the warden attriMassachusetts and other states and butes the mutinies that broke out at
advised me to inform our people to Sing Sing this week, the two fires
do everything we possibly could to in the prison shops and the attempt
to murder a negro convict whom the
keep in touch with leaders of the
we mutineers regarded as a traitor.
committee, so that1
might be able to help in close
districts."
A SYMPATHETIC STRIKE
Pueblo, Colo., July 25.- - Owing to
inability of the union teamsters to
NICE UTILE SUM FOR make
any headway in their strike for
sympathetic strikes
higher wages,
PANAMA MVEBNilNT were started today by other unless
and by noon nearly 1,000 men were
all over the city. Union men
UNITED STATES MAKES ITS IN- on strike
to
handle anything hauled b.v
refused
ITIAL PAYMENT FOR USE
teamsters, promptly q
CANAL
ZONE
OF
their jobs. Work has been sus
on a number of buildings, inWashington, July 25. The first pended
National Bank buildpayment of $250,000 to Panama tor cluding the First
men
left their jobs.
200
where
the annual rental of the canal zone ing,
masons
and
plumbers arc
in
is
The
Carpenters,
was made today.
payment
addition to the $10,000,0(10 paid in principally involved in the sympathecash to Panama nine years ago. To- tic strike.
day's installment was actually due
last February, though it was deferred
25. Secretary
Washington, July
until today for determination whether it should go to Panama or the Bryan, on his return today from his
At the re- lecture tour, was silent on Mexican
parent state, Columbia.
Panama
Senor affairs, but observed that the country
the
minister,
quest of
.to crops were fine. He went immediateover
was
money
the
paid
Morales,
of
Nelson
William
ly to the White House.
a representative
financial
York,
Nw
agent
of
Secretary Bryan conferred briefly
Crowell
with the president and made an apfor the Panama government.
pointment for a longer conference laELLIOTT GETS JOS
ter in the day.
'
Although a regular cabinet meeting
New York, July 25. Howard Elliott,
the
was
Northern
scheduled for today, none was
of
was
Tacific,
president
elected this afternoon president and held because most of the cabinet
director1 of the NewP York, New Haven members are out of the city. Those
and Hartford His election takes ef- who have remained called on the
1 1313.
president individually.
fect Septemlier

Wilson Reaches New York
New York, July 25. Henry Lane

Wilson,

'

to

President Wilson ana the departmeat
of state.
The steamer Mexico, on which he
sailed from Havana July 22, was off
Sandy Hook at the entrance to New
York harbor at 10 a. m. rfr.. Wilsun
is expected to reach Washington tonights
' ... . Ambassador Wilson said that he
was opposed to sending a communication to Mexico City to try to mediate
between the warring factions. He
did not say what remedy he had to
offer. He declared that he must reserve any opinion of this kind until
he reached Washington and saw the
-

"..-

.

i

ambassador

Mexico, arrived today on his mission
to discuss Mexican conditions with

j;

g

American

j

NOT

WITH

PERMITTED

UNARMED, ARE UN
ABLE TO PREVENT DAM-

DEPUTIES,

HURRY CONFERENCE

FOR

quiring urgent attention, and it appeared that the conference between
the president and Ambassador Wilson
might not be held until Monday. In
the meantime Secretary Bryan will
familiarize himself with the situation.
He was in conference with the president and expected to study the situation further.

g

ARRIVAL

-

AGE TO PROPERTY

Washington, July 25. Administration officials were not inclined to view
the Mexican situation today as re-

iViulliall's

FIELDS

TROOPS'

ARE

ANYTHING

FOR

LOOKED FOR IN MICHI

COPPER

GUNS

ACCOMPLISH

PRESIDENT
SAID TO RELATIVES OF THE MALEFAC- - CHIEF EXECUTIVE IS SATISFIED
FORMER
HAVE CONSULTED WITH THE
FACTORS EXPECTED TO TRY
WITH CONDITIONS NOW
MAN
MANUFACTURERS'
TO RELEASE THEM
EXISTING

non-unio- n

TROUBLE
GAN

MEDIATION

SAYS IT IS NOT NECESSARY

OFFICERS

LOOKED

ARRIVES

TO CONFER

PRESIDENT

THEIR

IS

SIAY EE CLASIIE
WITH STATE

MAKE MANY THREATS IS

IN TROUBLE

10

REACH CAPITAL

ARE MR. WILSON

S

TO THE STATE
SON AT AUBURN

PROOF

DRAGGED

route

MOVED AMBASSADOR

HON
TO

;

CITY "DITION

FROMSiNG SING

AT

LOBBYIST

ADMITTED

Many rise in this world
by the skyrocket

1913.

ULIIALL

RECEIVING MILITARY HONORS
Elf MEXICO

25,

HOUSE WILL TAKE CONVICTS

OF THE

A

FIRST REGIMENT,

FRIDAY, JULY

f

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

WIF?E

ilaxim

ASKED

FOX

WESTERN FEDERATION WILL BE
REFUSED CONSULTATION
WITH

MANAGERS

Calumet, Mich., July 25. With, six
militia companies on duty and other
state troops en route from both the
upper and lower peninsulas of Michd
igan, the strike of copper miners
measurably towards a state ot
dull routine today, the third oi Its existence. Some of the more enthusiastic union members organized parades and marched through, several
locations, but there was practically
no disorder up to noon.
The union leaders held fast tw
their previous attitude, demanding
recognition of the "Western Federation of Miners as a sine qua non, but
this was not even considered by
The pinch
managements.
of strike conditions, however, spread
more generally through tne score or
more of communities dependent on
the mines, mills and smelters.
The action of Hancock retailers
further credits to customers
a
yesterday was repeated in othT5r
of the district, ajid-i- t was. announced that the wholesalers
similar
action. As a consequeix-.there was little of the holiday spirit
which frequently shows itself in the
initial stages of mine strikes. Union
men alike showed
and
of the fact that the.
strike was likely to evolve into a
long siege, with the companies abandoning work of all kinds as rapidly
as conditions required such action.
At union headquarters plans were
laid for a big mass meeting next Sunday and for district and local meetings tonight and tomorrow, and Guy
E. Miller, Colorado member of ther
executive board of the Western Federation of Miners, issued a statement
in which he compared conditions la
the Calumet district with those la
other copper producing sections. '
"The cause of the strike here was
a
unrest whose extent the
company managers failed to realize,"
he said. "In a'sking recognition ct
the union, an
day, abolition
of the
drill and improved
conditions generally, we have simply
tried to put the miners and surface
workers of the Lake Superior mines
on a par with the men doing similar-worin other parts, of America, la
Butte, for instance, tne minimum
wage with copper at 15 cents is $3.7S
a day for underground men and In no
case does it go below $3.5CJ. In Arizona, it averages $3.75, but in the
Calumet district the minimum is '
to $2.25, and the men here have heer
working from xO to 13 hours a Say,
whereas in the other mining sections
eight hours constitutes a day'3 labor.
"These facts should effectually
pose of any argument by the com
panies that competitive conditions Jn
the mela'i market compelled them t
keep their men on the long hours an if.
low wages basis that has prevaileiF
here."
"Insistence on the abolition t tiif
one man drill is mad on s;:ni!ar
grounds and because the men
on them undcrao ba ' h.vui-'!- ?
labor and peculiarly dano-ro-i'niuHtinns. The m'nrmww weirhi
Bet-tie-

ssre-tion-

u-u-

non-unio- n

president.
am, Henry Lane Wilson, American
to
the
bassador to Mexico, returned
to
place
United States today prepared
before President Wilson and the state
department his suggestion regarding
a solution of the trouble in the affairs
in Mexico. The suggestions do not
include, he said, any idea of sending
an American committee into Mexico
to offer mediation. Mr. Wilson opposed also a proposition that a tripartite
commission be organized, made up of
representatives of the United States
and two South American republic, to
bring about peace between the warenring factions. While declining to
ter into an extended discussion of
any plans, or to offer any remedy of
bis own, Mr. Wilson characterized the
mediation plan as "all rot"
"The proposal for a tripartite commission," Mr. Wilson said, "is not a
feasible one. That is a plan of John
Barrett, director of the International
Bureau of American Republics."
While not saying specifically that he
favored recognition of he Huerta
government by the United States,
Ambassador Wilson indicated that it
was his view that recognition shor.id
be given. In February, just subsequent to the overthrow of the Madero
regime, Mr. Wilson said, he sent to
American Consul General Hanna at
Monterey a telegram requesting him
to inform all consular officers under
Mr. Hanna's jurisdiction about Huerta having been established as Mexico's
provisional head.
'
"You should make this intelligence
public," Mr. Wilson's telegram told
Mr. Hanna, "to inform the consular
officers, and in the interests of Mexico, urge general submission and ad
hesion to the new government, which
will be recognized officially.
(!::d on SUM a itnU ts
"I stand absolutely responsive for
mid it is a
ti
all telegrams and messy.
n
tl.l !
il"
the United States consuls reconizlM"
i
the do facto government after tl,
p , in n ()' v
death of Madero," said Mr. Wilson. is i i a
r j
i
ji
"This was the only action to take we t' inu ta it n r i
nl !
in order to maintain law and orilo-i"jv II 11 it t
Under parallel conditions for a tnm- - sfn a n'rp it i ' t
deep-seate-
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one-ma-
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Regularity of Bowels Very Important
to Health at This Time
At no time of the year Bhould people be more careful of the condition
of their bowels than in hot weather.
Many things may cause constipation
in summer, but whatever it may be
the trouble should be promptly remedied. A constipated person lays himself or herself open to serious and
often fatal diseases. That feeling of
congestion, lassitude or dull headache
is the first warning of trouble.
Don't try to remedy It by the ex
cessive eating of fruit, which usually
has a laxative effect but lacks action
In extreme cases. What is needed is
a reliable but mild laxative-tonilike
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Take a
dose of It at night before retiring it
Is pleasant-tastinand free from gripping and by morning your bowels
will be emptied and your head clear.
You will feel energtlc again.
You cannot obtain such results with
cathartics, purgatives, salts or pills,
as, unlike Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
they are without tonic value and en
tirely too harsh. Among the thou
sands of dependable converts to Syrup
Pepsin are the families of Mr. F. C.
Harris, Live Oak, Fla., who now finds

PLACE
THEY ARE ASSISTING

THE MEN

MAKING FRISCO FAIR
A BIG SUCCESS
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Regardless of Hotels and Refreshment Rooms the Falls Retain Their
Wonderful Impassiveness and
'
Charm to the Beholder.

San Francisco, July 25. For the
first time women have been given a
in the creation
place as
or. an international
enterpr'se the
Panama-Pacific
International exposition at San Francisco in 1915.
his stomach better than it has been in
When congress awarded to San
ten years; and Mrs. T. D. Diemer,
the
Francisco the honor of holding
835 San Pedro St., Trinidad, Colo.,
International exposiPanama-PacifiIs cured of various digestive trouwho
tion a group of prominent California
bles
after all doctors that she knew
the
to
ices
sen
their
women offered
had failed. A bottle can be obtained
was
offer
The
directors.
exposition
of any druggist at 50 cents or one
promptly accepted and the women's
dollar, the latter siae being for family
ca posi
board! of the Panama-Pacifi- c
use. Results as claimed are guaran
tion was organized.
teed or your money will be refunded
on
the
deliberation
mature
After
This grand remedy is the safeguard
women's
the
whether
to
as
question
of health in thousands of good Amer
board should erect a palace on the
ican families.
exposition grounds for the housing
Families wishing to try a free samof individual exhibits of women from
bottle can obtain it, postpaid, by
was
ple
the
world it
agreed
all parts of
418
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
that the works of men and women
were so closely associated in every
Washington St., Monticello, 111.
field of endeavor that it would be
Taking Big Chances
practically impossible to separate the arj grades, business ayid commercial
It is too great a risk to depend upon
training, education of defectives and
exhibits on the standpoint cf sex.
The women asked that they might delinquents, the blind, the deaf and neighbors or sending for medicine in
assume an even part of the responsi- dumb, cripples and the feeble mind- case of a sudden attack of bowel combilities and cares attendant upon the ed. In the department of social econ- plaint. In almost every neighborhood
creation of an exposition such as the omy will be found studies in hygiene, someone has died from cholera mordirectors were planning. The offer exhibits dealing with the care of de- bus that could have easily been saved
charts on the had the proper medicine been at hand.
was accepted by the directors of the fectives, statistical
and
effects
women
of alcoholic Then think of the suffering that must
consumption
at
this
.time
and
exposition
serve on committees and have an beverages, tobacco and drugs. There be endured until medicine can be ob
active part in the upTmiiamg of some vill be a division devoted to the re tained. The safe way is to keep at
of the most important departments munerative wage cf women and chil- hand a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
dren in all countries. The modern Cholera and Diarrhoea Remdy. It has
of the exposition.
of sociological work as never been known to fall and has un
of
development
active
the
While
membership
the women's board is composed of exemplified 'a play grounds and rec doubtedly saved the lives of many
f""romia women who, as they are reation centers will, be vividly treatople. Buy it now. It only costs a
uv 'ii the ground, are better able to ed in exhibits mostly contributed by quarter, For sale by all dealers.
di- eet the
Adv.
great work which the wom women from all over the world.
Women will play an Important part
en ' ard has outlined, yet the board
and Sup In the purely social features of the
lias vilned the
PILGRIMS AT SHRINE
port of women throughout the world, exposition. In the California buildQuebec, July 25. In anticipation
MiF? .Vne Addams of If ull house, one ing, under the direction of the worn, of the festival of Ste. Anne, which
of (he yiost famous sociologists In the en's board, many receptions and en- comes tomorrow, thousands of pilworld, has promised her active as tertainments will be arranged for vis- grims are gathering at the shrine of
sistance to Alvln E. Pope, the chief itors from other states and foreign the saint at Ste. Anne de Beaupre.
rf nie department of social economy countries, and in these entertain- The hotels and boarding houses are
at the exposition, and a number of ments, as in many other social func rapidly filling with people from all
of Europe and tions upon the exposition grounds parts of the continent. Among these
prominent women
America will act as an advisory board and within the pavilions of the for- are many of the blind, the crippled
to the department.
eign nations and of the American and those afflicted with illness, and
Women's work in the preparation states, the members of the women's who are looking earnestly for special
with their favors
of the exposition will demonstrate in board will
through the Intercession, ofthe
a prartIcaF"tray many of the import- sisters from all parts of the world in good saint on the occasion of her
ant principles of applied social econ-om- welcoming visitors.
own festival. ,
The study of social science
The funds of tno incorporated
v H! be elaborately treated in one of women's board, raised by the women
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
the most Important departments of themselves, will be usefl in many
Diarrhoea Remedy.
the exposition that of social econ-cn- ways, not the least Important of
Mr. W. S. Gunslaus, a Pennsylvania
Yet In the display of exhibits which will he the maintenance of a
farmer, residing near Fleming, P. 0.,
throughout the exposition there will corps of women attendants and in- Pa., says: "For the past fourteen
be no separate classification for the terpreters; while the board is also
"irs T have used Chamberlain's Colic
with the W. Cholera and Diarrhoea
fp'os; the exhibits that pertain par- planning to
Remedy in my
ticular!" to the work of women will C. T. U. and the Y. M. C. A. in such
found
it to be an exhave
and
be displayed with those of men. The welfare work as may be necessary family
cellent remedy. I always have a botdecision of the exposition manage on the exposition grounds. A portion
tle of it in my house and take pleasment la ihts respect Is an acknowl- of the money will be devoted to the
ure in recommending it to my
edgment of the advance that has entertainment of distinguished wom- friends." For sale.
by all dealers.
been made generally throughout the en guests of the exposition and it Is
Adv.
civilized world in the recognition of even planned to raise a fund later on
women as an integral part of the for
defraying the expenses of famous
state and as an important factor of women and international sociologists
society, from an industrial as well as both from America and from abroad.
an Intellectual standpoint.
Not the least significant of all the
The department of education and work of the women's board will be
social economy will be housed in a its activities in connection with the
splendid exhibit palace, which forms various conventions and congresses
one of the main buildings i3 the cen- which will be held at the exposition.
tral exhibit section of the exposition. More than 140 such international
The displays in the palace of edu- gatherings are already arranged for
cation and social economy will prove the exposition year in San Francisco
of Tltal interest to thinking women. and this large number is increasing
In the department devoted to edu- daily. The women workers of the excation every phase of educational en- position will be responsible for the
deavor will be taken up. School ap- generous hospitality extended to the
pliances, text books, furniture and world delegates gathered on the
models of school buildings will be shores of the pacific in 1915.
Upon the correct answer to
ifhc-vn- ,
while entire sections will be
As the temperament of the entire
this question will depend
devoted to drawing, painting, music exposition is one of an uplifting and
much of the pleasure of your
and agricultural education In element- - educating force with the more than
outiner. Why not avail yourusual attention given to the welfare
self of the assistance of the
ma
ra
of women and children, it is natural
one of the Sanundersigned,
that women shall play a large part
Fe's
summer
E"BGK8-rac- e
ta
tour specialthe
in
Their
part
in the exposition.
ists? His help will cost you
exposition will be a manifestation of
the principles which will be displayed
nothing, but you will find it
Sun and Wind Bring Out Ugly Spots, In the exhibit halls.
invaluable. '
How to Remove Easily
Here's a chance. Miss Freckle-face- ,
AND THE HEART
RHEUMATISM
Don't overlook the grave fact that
to try a remedy for freckles with the
easily "settles .in the
guarantee of a reliable dealer that it rheumatism disturbs
the valvular ac
and
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
will not cost you a penny unlss It heart."
tion. The cure consists in removing
moves thp freckles; while if It does the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone
California, the Northwest
-ii'ar complexion the
give .von
ap and strengthen the kidneys that
Chicago, Adirondacks, the
they keep the blood free of poisons
trf;'I;:;g.
cause rheu
that
acid
and
uric
crystals,
Lake Regions, or
Northern
get an ounce of othlne
matism, swollen joints, backache, url
iouiiie
from
your nary Irresrularitles and disturbed heart
strength
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
druggist and a' few applications action. Try them. O. G. Schaefer
this summer?
should show you how easy It is to and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
rid yourself of the homely freckles
If a substitute Is offered you for
Complete information about sumad get a beautiful complexion. Raremeans
a
it
cheapmer fares and train service, etc.,
Pills,
Foley
Kidney
is
more
one
than
ounce
for
needed
ly
er medicine is pressed upon you for
sent promptly, if you address
the worst case.
the dealer's profit, not yours, Foley
Be sure to ask the druggist for the
Kidney Pills may cost the dealer
D. L BATCH ELOR
double strength othine as tzis Is the more than a cheap substitute, but
oth-"
better
results
than
any
Agent
prescription sold under guarantee of they give
and bladder modMne. Ask
IjH Vpjtjis, N. M.
money hark if it fails to removr
r
Schae-JfeO.
G.
j for Foley Kidney Pills.
freckles.
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
c
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SATURDAY EVENING

Buffalo, N. Y. Niagara has been
described a thousand times. Dickens
"The first
did it in masterly fashion.
effect," he says, In the course of an
eloquent passage, "and the enduring
one instant and lasting of the tremendous Epectacle was peace." Other writers, visiting this celebrated
pilgrimage-plac- e
at later dates, when
hotels and refreshment rooms had already begun to batten upon its fame,
have brought away recollections far
from peaceful. The falls, they declare, are spoiled, defiled, not only by
the catering for trippers and
but by the electric power
houses and factories which have
grown up around the gorge. Whether these severely utilitarian, but none
the less interesting, erections are a
defilement or iot is debatable; one
thing is certain, Niagara can never
It is one of the two
be "spoiled."
supremely majeBtic natural wonders
of the world, one of the few show
sights which must always justify their
reputation. Perch a cheap eating-hous- e
on the very brim of the falls,
and the falls would remain magnifi
cent. Probably the eating-house- ,
veiled in drifting' spray, overhung by
frail rainbows and shaken by the
thunder of the cataract, would have
its banality turned into some strange
effect of subtle loveliness. Even If its
ugliness were unassailable, It could
not, by its presence, make the falls
honey-mooner-

w mRmimm.

s,

-

ugly.
A short distance below the falls an
iron bridge leaps the gulf from America to Canada. For myself, I happen
to think the bridge an object exhibiting real beauty, in its curve and

in its pattern; but apart from such'
personal prejudices, no one can deny
that the falls, weaving a tremendous
gauze of vapor athwart the rigid spider's web of metal, do indeed beautify
It and throw round its arch a glamour

7:00 TO 9:00 O'CLOCK
ffl

These eight items are of exceptional value and can be had during the above named hours ONLY

FOR. CASH ONLY
WOMEN'S

$35 TAILORED

BOYS' 75c WASH

SUITS $10

Your choice of our entire line of women's tailored Suits, worth up to $35, for this Arter Supper
Sale only
;
. .$10.00
,
12!2c DRESS

$3.25

Our entire line' of boys' Wash Salts, sizes 2
to
years, all this season's goods, worth 65c to $3.50
at just
Half Prica

GINGHAMBc

BOYS' 85c KNEE PANTS

One lot of boys Knickerbocker Knee Pants worth
to 85c a pair, special for this sale; per pair. 30c
'

MEN'S $1.25 STRAW HATS 63c

SILK WAISTS $1.50

TORCHON

LACE

sale

at' just....

Half Prica

20c EMBROIDERIES

One lot of Torchon Lace In a variety of widths
and patterns, both edges and Insertions, worth 5c
'
to
Special, per yard

T

FOR 3c

One lot of Embroideries in a variety of widths,
all good patterns, worth
to 20c per yard,

2c

7c,

Special, per yard

.V

9
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-

;;c

CI
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SATURDAY
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EVENING
7 to 9
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t

Our entire stock of Men's Straw Hats, including
the season's best styles, worth $1:25 to $6, for this

2Je

8c,

30c

65c

One lot of women's Jap Silk waists, white only,
neatly trimmed and excellent style models, worth
$2.50 to $3.25, Special..,.
$1.50

82e

372c

6

One lot of fast color Dress Ginghams in a variety of good patterns, worth 12Vfcc per yard, Special,
5c
w
per yard
WOMEN'S

SUITS

j

evening
7
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OBEY THAT IMPULSE
Instead of the daily torment of
weak back, backache, sore kidneys,
swollen joints and rheumatism, obey
that imulse to take Poley Kidney Pills.
with nature, which
They
accounts for their success in all kidney and bladder disorders. They are
healing,
strengthening and tonic.
and give
Obey that impulse today
them a chance to help your. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store;

--

i.

4

V'.
'

if
A'

.

Summer?

is

Why Not Visit

?

!7fm

Stings or bites of Insncts that are
followed by swellings, pain or itching
should be treated promptly, as they
are poisonous.
BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
is both antiseptic and healing. Price
sleepless and wretched. Often it is 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold-bkidney trouble not female trouble and
Central Drug Co. Adv.
Poiey Kidney Pills are a direct and
G.
ptwtive help for the condit'ou.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

Adv.

-- Adv.

w

Where

Shall We
Go This

The Difference Between "The Summer
Girl" and "The Summer Woman"
While the former is having a "good
time" the latter Is too often dragging
around nervous, run down, tired ouc,
with aching back and weary limbs,

RAILWAY PRESIDENT SPEAKS
HUDSON ROWING REGATTA
Ashevil'ie, N. C, July 25. An adNew York, July 25. The Hudson dress by President W. W.
i'inley of
River Rowing association has com- the Southern Railway company, was

pleted all arrangements for Its eighth
annual regatta, which l3 to be held
over the Woodcliffe course tomorrow
afternoon. The piogram provides for
ll events and the number of entries
assures the association of some spirited competitions.

the leading feature of the programme
at today's session of the North Carolina Press association's annual convention. President FInley took as his
subject "The Relations of the Press
to the Railroad in CommumTy

DON'T use a cough medicine containing opium br morphine.
They
constipate the bowels and do not
cure, only stifle the cough. Examine
the label and if the medicine contains these harmful opiates refuse it.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
contains no opiates, Is healing and
O. G. Schaefer
soothing.
and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
His Indigestion Cured at Last
yawn a good deal in the daytime, you
After
spending hundreds of dollars
can charge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to get full of for medicine and treatment for indiimpurities. HERBINE cures all dis- gestion and constipation with only
orders produced by an inactive liver. temporary relief, C. H. Hines, of WhitIt strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in low, Ark., was permanently cured hy
good healthy condition.
Price' 50c. Chamberlain's Tablets. For sale by
all dealers. Adv.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

View of Niagara Falls.
d

and man.
Nobody, I conceive, can screw up

Wants Wedding Present Returned.
Blairstown, N. J. The will of Mrs.
W. E. Burt filed here requests that all
the presents received by her at her
marriage be returned to the donors.

H

V

$100,000.00
5 .'.'1--

RED CROSS DRUG CO.

''(,

CAPITAL PAID IN

ture

rag-tim-

'

of Kidney and Bladdei?'

O. G. SCHAEFER.

capitalistic robbers' castles, as maybe some indignant critic would name
them, enthroned to plunder both na-

much admiration for the frippery and
parasitic portion of the town of Niagara Falls itself. The odor of Its too
restaurants,
hospitable
blatantly
greeting the newcomer on his emergence from the railway station exit, the
e
of its gramophones and other musical entertainments, are abominable; but these offenses are kept at
a proper distance by the park reservation which surrounds the actual waterfall. One the platform which
overhangs the American fall one can
be alone; and, indeed, I imagined that
the most sociable soul would here desire solitude.
For, without wishing
to indulge in any false rhetoric, ona
cannot but describe this spot, with all
due reverence, as a place of worship.
The view which the eye encounters is
overwhelmingly Impressive, and the
roar which beats upon the ear contributes superbly to that lmpressiveness.
Outspread before the spectator is the
sumptuous panorama of crushing
liquid, flinging itself In a kind of agony of struggle to the brink, and then
by contrast, almost serenely sinking sheet, upon sheet, down the drop
into the cauldron whose depths are
concealod by veering, billowing steam.

re-tri-

For. Mea.dLaetie Nervousness
SacRactie clue to rai&mir!siTci

which it would otherwise lack. Even
the
power houses down
the gorge are not unpictorlal in certain lights. They rise against the sky
on the cliff summit like fantastic modern renderings of mediaeval fortresses of barons' burgs on the Rhine:
much-abuse-

,

RESPITE FOR MURDERER
Prince Albert, Sask., July 25.
Despite the fact that he is confined
behind prison bars, this was a happy
day for Lewis Ratz, one of the two
Hungarians convicted of the brutal
murder of Charles Bruggencote last
February. Ratz was to have been
executed today, bijt the action of the
supreme court; in ordering a
of his case assures him of another
'lease on life. Emerie Kovo'ach, convicted jointly with Ratz and also sen
fenced to death, has had his sentence
commuted to life imprisonment.
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-
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j

SURPLUS
$50,000.00

it ?it
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J. M.

Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,
nt
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Hoskins, Cashier.
Lewis, Ass't. Cash
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Interest Paid On Time Deposits

LAS VEGAS S AVIMGS BANK
Capital stock

-

.'" .

$30.00000

Office With the San Miguel National Bank

Wm, Q. HAYDON
H W, KELLY
D.

Vice

T. HOSKINS

INTEREST

PAID ON DEPOSITS

President
President
Treasurer
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the parlor after he had What do you think of that! And Inez
push buttons and the sparkling vinTHE DREADED ANGLER FISH
The probability is that could talk a little Dutch herself. She
tage which come forth in cobwebbed
A
A
to
Dutchman's
on
used
the
the
of
he had felt
the rest
young
bottles. The opening of a rail and
.practice it
Monster of Deep Cause Fishermen
muscle and looked up his financial family."
river route to Fort MacKenzIe fell
Much Trouble One Caught
'
to
bail
Which stirred up an Irish woman to
rating to see if he was able
upon heedless ears until the thought
With c Tongs,
DELICACY
A
Inez out if she began breaking win- write this:
was dispelled that hardship might
To the editor of the New York
New
dows in London.
York.
Great
numbers
the'
of
lurk in the experience and that coffee
romantic Times:
But the wooing was
might be brewed Bomewhere on the dreaded angler fish have recently apGOTHAM
I note that Mr. Milholland, father
The, couple first met June
enough.
route from a smokey pot over a camp peared in the North and East rivers
and have been seen floundering in the
11 and were married June 12. When of Miss Inez Milholland, declares that
fire and that pineboughs needs must mud flats around
Staten island. These
Miss Milholland sailed for Europe the name Milholland was once Milbe slept upon instead of soft mattres-se- a giant fish, which
weigh from 40 to 200
BY
MARRYING
A. FOREIGNER she did not know that her husband ler, and the family bearing it went EXPERT ASSERTS THOSE THAT
and springs. The completion of pounds, are much dreaded by the fish- KANSAS OFFICERS DRINK BEER,
BEEN
LOSES
HAVE
FROZEN
MISS MILHOLLAND
FOR
to be was on hoard. But he was, and from Holland to Ireland. I have heard
a railroad, the Canadian Northern, ermen, for they open their capacious
FEARING SOMEBODY WOULD
THREE YEARS ARE GOOD
ALL CHANCE OF VOTING
made short work of proposing.
oi conrio explanations of their Irish
to the Athabasca at the post which mouths almost as wide as their stomTAMPER WITH IT
and gulp down great quantities
The bride is 27 and her husband surnames by Irish people who had j
for generations was the outfitting achssmall
fish.
of
also
the
25
They
destroy
That old eggs
It's really sad, but Inez Milholland, 32. He is a member of a family of turned their back on Ireland, but nev-- ' New York, July
point for trappers, Athabasca Landing, nts of the fishermen and render no
Coffeyville, Kan., July 25. A new
are really, the best and that no one
by her marriage,, has lost an hopo of bankers and stockbrokers in Amster- er the equal of this.
made this noveltyl In summer tours equivalent service to the piscatorial method of dealing with violations o
voting in the United States. What! dam and it is understood that he has
Well, anyway, she can talk Dutch. should scorn the delicate hen fruit possible, but it will be next
year be- world, as they are entirely useless the prohibitory law at South Caffey-villy- e
Is it possible that in marrying Myn-her- r considerable private means on which
And maybe she can coax her hus- - because it happens to be a lew years fore the idea will have
In addition to the
has been introduced by County
far commercially.
percolated
name
fish is entitled to be
the
Eugene Van Boissevain of Am- he lives, not being a mmbor of the 'band to become a naturalized Amer-- I of age, or even old enough to vote, enough for the
angler
to
be
undertaken
Bennett of Nowata and a
trip
Attorney
sui'lra-gettis the surprising testimony just ren- in
called goose fish, fishing frog and all- sterdam, Holland, that ardent
firm. He has traveled much and has ican.
any numbers. Never before has
force
of
sheriffs.
deputy
Not
master?
met
tbat,
her
dered by an expert witness in a hear- it been
has
been several times in the United
to go straight firm
Whereas the Montgomery county
inp- nnw pninr nn tn Hotormino
tho Gotham possible
for on. the' very day of his wedding States.
to a region promising so
officers have introduced a policy of
PHILOSOPHY OF THE TATLEFj status of 400 cans of frozen
7f
he declared that he thought Mis.
eggs seiz great a contrast, notwithstanding that
"We certainly would have married
injunction, the Nowata officers
Pankhurst was the greatest woman In either with the approval or the, disap
ed by the government three years
settlement and enterprise is pouring
Remarks Wise and Otherwise That
in consumption.
ago. The witness testified that these into the
England.
e
Have a Bearing on Life as a
to which the rails r?v.
proval of our parents," Mrs. 'Van
A reporter watched Mr. Bennett and
region
fora
It's simply that by marrying
aged eggs were perfectly wholesome were laid.
Boissevain said in London. "We were
Generality,
his deputies drink most of what little
and as evidence told of feeding them
eigner she automatically becomes- a not marrying each other's, families.
In Servants
Famine
beer they found on their raid. The
make
it
To
Lovers may be divided Into two to his family and workers in his laborsubject of his nation.
That's why we kept it a secret, but
New York is rapidly approaching
drinking was open, taking place on
a
now
amateurs
and
is
Miss
Milholland
classes,
professionals;
p'lain
naturally we did not want undue fuss. and loving is one of the few things atory without any ill effects. When famine of domestic servants. Employ
the state line road. What the officers
the
seemat
health
the hearing
sharps
We intended keeping it quiet for a the amateurs do better 'than the pro-- I
ment agencies find it Impossible
could not consume, bystanders were
It has been a lot of fun for tne
ed incredulous the expert explained
of course, dad had to tell fesslonals.
month,
but,
meet the demand for them. It Is not
invited to make way with on the spot.
wealthy old father or "America's must it in New York."
A woman will sometimes forgive a that to keep eggs for a few years is so much because women who are will.
The raid took place about 4 o'clock
first
The
beautiful suuffragette."
f
speaks j man for stealing a kiss from her, but really nothing compared to the feats ing to work as servants are scarce I
Mr. Van Boissevain, who
In the afternoon. Warning was given
news he had of-- his daughter's wed'she
will
never forgive him if he of the Chinese, who preserve them
as it is that so many of them are in 'A
good English with a Blight accent. fails to return one she has
by a man who rode in on a motording came in a long wireless message broke in at this point.
given him for indefinite periods.
He recalled competent.
of her own free will.
Every employment agen
almost half an hour ahead of the
cycle
from Marconi, who was with her
visited cy in New York has more
"You see," he said, "I am what you
A woman who takes the downward that when Li Hung Chang
application
officers.
Liquor, was hurriedly hid
party on the trip to Europe. He said
Mr. Milholland would path gets more attention than hei America he brought with him eggs a for work from would be servants than
den and the Jgintists were ready when
some very complimentary things ot call a loafer and
want someone who worked, but you Bister because there are so many hundred years old because there were it can fill, but there is not an agency
Bennett and his force arrived by mo
the new
according to Mr.
none in this country old enough to in the
can say that I am going to work now. more men going her way.
that would not place 100
city
tor
car.
Mi'iliolland, but neglected to mention
Some
men
for
woman
fail
want
a
of
suit his palate. While the eggs have
I do not know, what I shall do, but I ana
per cent more servants were the lat
his name.
The
a
otners
officers alighted, with drawn
wants
of
tnrough
we
been ripening in storage in Jersey ter
to do when
a re. shall find something
competent to fill the places. One
woman.
"But who is your
automatic revolvers, as if prepared to
we
the
federal
courts
which
City
for
been
have
Goosefish Caught With Ice Tongs.
We believe almost anyone who tells
class of employment agencies has
get back to New York,
j
porter asked.
engage the Bulgarian army. Their
us that we're right, but no one wrestling with the problem of their ceased to exist since last year. These
leave August 15. j,
"Don't ask me," replied Mr.
efforts disclosed a tub in which beer
the
calast
to
mouth,
the
referring
"My father is proprietor of the prin but ourselves can convince us that fitness for food. Judge Gross of the are the agencies which got employ. rious strooture which makes It appear bottles were
"If you came to see me for
floating amid chipped
n
we
are
United
wrong.
States
district
called
court
decided
ment for cattle, attendants on the that the entire interior of the creature ice. It had been shoved into
information you came to the wrong cipal paper in Holland,
Some
to
the
out
make
themselves
girls
that the government had not proved
c
Handelsblad, and my uncle is a be
man. I'm looking for information
steamships. Young col Is open like a bag when the mouth weeds on the Kansas side.
fools than they are by pre- its case
greater
against the eggs. He was lege men who wanted to work the! has been opened to the widest extent
banker. I met my wire nrst some tending to have refused chances
"I've got to have one of these," said
myself."
The angler is a particularly
we
reversed by the circuit court of ap- way to
ugly a
' Later
in the day in a cablegram time ago in New York, where
they've never had.
Europe often went as cattle and ferocious inhabitant
fat deputy sheriff. "I certainly am
waters.
of
salt
Human beings love warning other peals whose judgment was In turn set tenders through these agencies. Since
from England his daughter announc- shall live.
It came by its name of fishing frog be thirsty." Whereat he", found an open-- ,
Mr.
aside
people, and other people love ignorby the supreme court of the October last no American livestock cause the enormous
"I was introduced to her by
ed that she was the wife of Mr. "Van
size of Its bead, er, drank long and deep and sighed
and being human be- United States on the ground that it has
been shipped abroad, and conse in proportion to Its body, suggests the happily.
Boissevain. As a matter of fact, she Marconi as soon as I landed from the ing warnings
Hia example was followed
ings.
rewas without jurisdiction. All that now
wasn't married at that time not un- Olympic. We decided during our
quently the occupation of the cattle appearance of a frog.
The good are seldom as good ae stands between the
the
three
other deputies and Mr.
by
soon
as
The
has no scales, but is fur
eggs and the pub- men Is gone. The
til three days 'iater, for the English cent voyage to get married
high price of beef nished angler
Bennett himself, who appeared to find
they think themselves, and the bad lic is the want of an
with
about
the
Jaws,
fringes
order
the
of
law interfered. She let her father as possible."
in the United States and the fact that which are
are never as bad aa the good think
brightly colored and with the beer refreshing after the dusy
state board of health releasing them this
Mrs. Van Boissevan then continued them.
think it was all over just to save
country has lost the European which it is supposed to lure other fish. ride from Nowata.
from
As
the latest reports cattle
storage.
Some men borrow a fiver, and behim the vain expense of objecting at the story.
export trade to Argentina, ex The fish is found along the American
No arrests were made and this was
was have forever after as if the only thing show that the cold storage eggs on
three dollars a word. She was also
coast from iNova Scotia to Barbados all the
"No, I do not consider there
the changed conditions.
plain
ligudr found. Thirty minutes
owe
is
a
exyou
they
hand in the United States amount to
grudge.
and Is to be found also on the Euro
afraid that some one else would te'il any romance. We think it was an
Protest Against Turkey Trot
after
the
officers left business was reover
not
is
as
shores.
87,000,000
It
as
sensitive
dozen, this case has
him about it.
tremely matter of fact affair, though,
Another protest against the modern pean
sumed.
And
the beer which reapmost marine cratnres about being out
As soon as Mr. Milholland heard of course, it was done In such a hurry NETTLE CALLED A DELICACY attracted particular attention for more wriggling dances Is just
itself
making
was
cold.
water
of
a
can
and
live
time
for
peared
long
reasons that one.
the news he gave out a message that I had no time to give you a tip
heard, Curiously enough, however, it a fish after it has been taken out of Its
The southtown gentry appear to
Vacations de Luxe
which he said he was going to caDle that it was coming off. I didn't even English Newspaper Throws New Light
does not come from reformers or per native element
know
which side of the line is safest
on
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Those who left were Miss Hazel Bris- commerce commission explaining why
time followers of the game said Yoa stiff left to Newman's face, giving two good blows to the face, it look29
57
Detroit
.406
coe, Fred Kronenberg, Ed Sanders the commission had sanctioned the
him the round by a large margin.
kum had shown the best stuff,
ed like Yoakum's round by a big St. Louis
59
38
,392
and Miss Christine Walenberg. They proposed changes, said he believed RAILWAYS WANT COMPROMISE
...
Round 5. '
The preliminaries were amusing
r .
margin,
New York
28
59
.322
inNew York, July 25. Secrecy
of
have been In the city for the past the postmaster general had .ample
sure
were
Yoakum's admirers
rather than exciting. Mike Delgad
two months attending the summer power, under the law to make the" vests the conferences of the federal
in the fourth round of a sched a knockout and yelled continually for
quit
J
Western League
session of the Normal.
fediators and the railroad managers, uled
y;
changes.
bout with Mike Baca It. Yoakuum led with a light left to CLOSE PLAY IM THE
Club
Won Lost Pet.
I am convinced that the postof- - conductors trainmen so closely
that a member of the New Mexico Nation Newman's face. They clinched and
Denver
62
30
.674
and
fice department ought to, can,
was
little is known regarding what al Guard. Delgado was
getting the a light exchange followed"which
Des Moines
52
41
.559
TOURNAMENT
TENNIS
will extend the parcel post until it progress has been made toward an worst
ewman
then
of the bout. His nose was In favor of Yoakum.
Lincoln
48
44
A New Way of Using Left Overs
.522
will carry all packages up to 100 agreement of the matters to be ar
him for started real warfare, and with good
bleeding.
Nobody blamed
McKcnzie
Mrs.
Janet
Jiy
48
ill, Editor pounds," he added.
46
Omaha
.511
bltrated between the railroads and quitting.
judgment placed two alternate rights ENGLAND AND UNITED STATES
of the Boston Cooking School Magaeine
St. Joseph
45
47
.489
the men. When the conferences were
jaw. They
Kid Hungiro, the "Hungarian Won and lefts to Yoakum's
Every housewife finds the disBREAK EVEN IN CHAMPION40
.449
, 49
TO ATTEND resumed tcday the belie? was that the
on
MEN
Topeka
ESTATE
REAL
b
followed
.attempt
clinch,
?o
of
left
overs
a most perder," was knocked out in the second
position
SHIP SERIES
36
59
Wichita
.379
to place another jaw
Winnipeg, Manitoba, July 25. The 'railroads were demanding of the men round of a scheduled eight-rounplexing problem. K C Beef Roll
bout Newman's part
will go a long ways toward help- local , committee in charge of ar a compromise by which the roa-- by Battling Sanchez. Hungiro is an blow which he failed to dp. Yoakum
Wimbledon, July 25. The United
WOULD FIGHT CHAVEZ
ing you out when the family get rangements is in receipt of advices would be permitted to submit some, at amateur at the game, though he has shot a right to Newman's jaw just States
even
broke
and
N. M., July 25.- - -- Jimtoday
England
in
ewman
tneu
Albuquerque,
tired of hash and stews. You indicating that the annual convention least, of their own grievances to ar a good
as
they clinched,
punch and is not afraid. Sanin the first day's play for the Davis mie Bibb, the Port Worth sensation,
Yoakum's
body,
to
another
left
really ought to try it for supper of the National Association of Real bitration.
chez, an old timer, however, was too placed
cup. Each side won one of the two claiming to be the featherweight
tonight or tomorrow night at the Estate Exchanges, which will meet
clever for him. He kept the crowd following by a feint and uppercuut by
In this city next wfeek, will be the
.latest.
was even, with singles matches on the afternoon pro champion of the southwest,, is now
45
round
Yoakum.
The
laughing by his funny antics. WTien
gram- )
, i.
in Denver, Colo.i in search of bouts.
largest and most representative gatn- he got down to work, however, he Newman slightly in the read.;.;.
J. C. Parke, 111 the first match. Bibb has an excellent .reputation In
erlng of its kind ever held in Amer6.
Round
NOTES.
WORLD
of
LABOR
quicltf'y disposed
Hungiro with a
ica.
Hotel' reservations have been
For the first time in the fight beat Maurice p. McLoughlin, the Am the southwest 'as well as the Pacific
right; swing to the side of the jaw.
made by delegations
from nearly
Newman in this round led the game erican champion, by three sets to two. Coast and should prove a drawing
Hungiro, more dazed than damaged
every large city of Canada and the
as they clinch In the second match R. Norris Wil- card in this city. Bud Maxon, who
sat on the floor while he was counted with a 'left to the jaw
United 'States, All the details of the
of
Pennsyl
Kelly
ed. Yoakum returned with a fast liams of Philadelphia turned the ta is looking after the interest of Bibb,
Representative
convention program have been com- vania is' the author of a bill intro out. Benny Chavez refereed the pre- left, followed by a low right to New bles on C. P. Dixon of England by is anxious to match his protege with
was cheered when he
pleted. The opening session will he duced in the house of representatives limlnarles. He
man's face, He then placed several beating him with a similar score.
Benny Chavez, Harry Riede or In fact
held Monday morning, when the del to provide $1 to $4 a week for a'll was Introduced as the coming bantamThree matches are to pe playwd. any body that weighs under 130
blows to Newman's jaw. While
good
Beef Roll. K C Style
weight champion of the world.
a right from Newman, Yoa- One doubles match will be contested pounds.
Three cups flour; 1 leaspoonful salt: 3 level tea- - egates will be welcomed by Sir Rod those more than 60 years old, whose
Promoter Charles O'Malley furnish-e- dodging
ttxnmJulsK C Baking
VcuP shortening; mond Roblin, premier of Manitoba, incomes are under $10 a week. His
kum slipped and fell to the floor, but tomorrow and two singles on Mon
Bibb has defeated Bobby Waugh,
sweet milk; leupeach, chitted cooked beef and
his patrons with good entertainnam; I teaspoonfut mired mustard; 2 beaten Mayor T. R. Deacon of Winnipeg, and plan would pension those with In
made up for 'lost time by coming day. The play has been so even that and Tommy Dixon, and has a
eggs; grating of onion;
teaspoon ul each, salt T. H.
4lttd pepper, broth or water.
Crotty, president of the Win- comes of less than $6 a week at $4 ment last night. Interest in the fight back with one of the heaviest blows either side appears to have an even
draw to his credit with Frankie
Make a biscuit dough of the flour, nipeg Real Estate
exchange. Re- a week, incomes of from $6 to f7 at game is growing here, and there is lit- he had landed in the fight, a left to chance of winning and it cannot be Conley, besides defeating every opC
K
salt,
baking powder, shortening and
to the greetings will be em- $3, between $7 and $8, $2 a week tle doubt but that it will not be Ion? Newman's Jaw. They broke away f:nown until Monday1 whether the
milk, and roll into a sheet half an inch, sponse
ponent of his weight in the southwest
until the Duncan opera house will be and
In
the annual address of the and from $8 to rf, $1 a week.
bodied
thick, having the ends even. Mix the
Yoakum, with a clean lead, land- English holders will put up a suc whom he has met.
other ingredients by themselves, using' president of the national association,
The
ed a heavy right to Newman's neck, cessful defense or whether the ; fa.; ' Maxon will endeavor to secure a
headquarters of the United filled to capacity for each mill.
liquid as needed, to make a paste. Edward S. Judd of Chicago.
Presi- Mine Workers, District 21, has been
Round f.
Newman mous trophy will be taken back to bout within the near future in this
followed
by a body blow.
Spread the paste over the
and
roll like a jelly roll. Bake indough
With the audience quiet and anx slipped while dodging a left from the United States.
a buttered dent Judd's address will be followed transferred from Oklahoma to Fort
part of "the state. Failing- to roach
pan about forty minutes. Brush over hy the annual reports of Ta& other
Tex., because the Oklahoma ious the gong tapped for the first Yoakum, but did not fail to the floor.
Jimmie with a local featherweight,
the outside with a little beaten egg left officers and of the standing commit Worth,
legislature repealed the "mine run" round at 10:15 o'clock. The boys The round was about, even.
TODD GETS A JOB
he will take him east where ha has
LlIC purpose ana return to the oven
to brown. Serve hot with a rich brown tees. The regular program of papers law.
25. George Car several offers to box in
shook hands and sidled away. Yoakum
Round 7.
Washington,
July
Milwaukee,
nance. Other meats, such as chicken of and discussions will be taken up on
The 90,000 members of the Brick led with a long left to Newman's
Neither boy had received more than roll Todd, a New York lawyer, now In Memphis and Cincinnati.
or
in combination, may be Tuesday morning and continued until
veal, alone,
layers. Masons and P'asterers' Inter head, but' missed, He tried again a scratch thus far in the fight and the department of justice, was today
vsejl. The onion- and mustard may be
Wednesday afternoon, when officers national Union of America wfil soon and placed a left, followed by a short with Newman smiling and the "iron nominated by President Wilson to be
om:lted.
RACES CALLED OFF
Ninety rpciws-j- ust
think of bv
the for the year wi'll be elected and the cast another
general vote on the right to Newman's Jaw. This seem- man" with a grim expression they assistant to the attorney general. He
Buffalo,
July 23. The Grand Circuit
Mrs. Janet McKenzie next
fnw.mscookinButhority,
tin.. Mint live upon receipt of the colored
place of meeting chosen.
question whether he union shell ap- ed to start Newman and with a clear met in the center for the seventh will be in direct charge of
races,
postponed yesterday on account
in
urtnl f"r
am of K C
ply for a membership charter to the overhand blow he nnt a let to Yoa- round. Yoakum, with a clever sido work, succeeding James A. Fowler of of
h handsome Cook'slinking
Bookwere declared off tt noon to?"7rain,
to
the.
today
jAyuits Mm..Co Chicago.
Subscribe for The OBtlC.
American Federation of Labor.
kum's Jaw. They cl! ached, breaking step, landed a right to Newman's Knoxvilie, Tenn.
day by Secretary II. S, NeaHy.
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Get Your Boy or Girl a

You can get the paper for $7.80 per
year paid in advance, and we present
you with a
E.

o
o
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o
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o
o
o
o

ledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Adv.

OLD SUBSCRIBERS

subscrip-

E

tions.
Cut out this coupon, write in your
name and address and the name of the
boy or girl to whom you want the
given and send it in to the OPTIC.
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given absolutely free
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to

Hunker Chester
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Las

New

Vejsas.
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DENTISTS
HUXMANN
Dentist
work of any description

OR

Oeutal

F.

B.

TPl

O

moderate prices
Room
Center !'ioi:k Tel.
Ewgt Las'Vpctds, N.

Msilti
M.

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Hair and flcaii
Massace,
Treatment, Facia! Massage, Manieur
Plazs Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 i' m. to 3:30 p n
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Visitlrg

Knigiiti

are cordially lnvlt

Chas Llebacfl
FOR RENT Cheap, seven room stone
Chancellor
ner,
Commander. Harry
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
307 Eleventh street or. Phone Main ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
176.
Seal.

THE

CARD

EAST BOUND

Bepart

Arrive
No. 2 . . . :10
No. 4... .11:05
No.. 8. . . 2:05
1:45
No. 10." .

p. m..

. 1:15

m..
a. m..

.11:0B
. 2:18
. 2:1

p.

p. m..

WEST BOUND
No.
No.
No.
No.

1:20
6:10
4:20
6:35

1.

3..
7..
..

p. m
a. m
p. m....
p. m

1:4
8:16
4:39

.

7:00

Subscribe for The Optic.
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you use

Plaintiff,
vs.
Eliseo Montoya,,

dps

"

something

'd do

hny

way wnen you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS
.

FLOUR realfy

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

r

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' OA A
,
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH-GRE-

'A

in this city from

ALL GROCERS

Las VWas Ire &' Storade Co.

RETAIL PRICES

,

No. 7250

1200 Lincoln Ave

Phone Main 227

'

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery

AG DA PUR

per
per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100

lb

lbs.

COMPANY

ANT Ads.-'Are Best

.

Market Finders

.rh

,

LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of Said Court.

Y

EMPRESS
can be ob- -

from Bacteria or Germs of any
From Distilled Water-Fr- ee
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pnre Ice.
- 20c
per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
-- 25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per10C lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Defendant.
Ibi.
You Eliseo Montoya, defendant in
lbs.
Each Delivery
lbs..
to
200
50
tbs..
the above entitled cause, are hereby
100
Less' than 50 lbs., Each Delivery
notified that a suit for divorce has
been commenced against you in the
A
above entitled court by said Albinita
Portillos de Montoya, the plaintiff,
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
on the grounds of abandonment, cruel
Qualities I Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
lasting
and inhuman treatment, and failure to
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
support plaintiff, according to your
means, station in life and ability, as
alleged and shown in the complaint cells
R
filed In said cause.
That unless you enter or cause to be
entered your appearance in said cause
on or before the 30th day of August
A. D. 1913 decree pro confesso and
judgment by default will be entered
therein against you.
The name and postoffice adrdess of
plaitniff a attorney is Wm. G. Haydon,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
.
nut Mie oeoDle lo whom among 1!
ri...ffwi
Dated this 10th day of July A. D
most
those who MIGHT BAY ths particular thlag Is worth
1913.
(Seal)

(STER-

tamed

Irrigated land near
Springer for Las Vegas real estate; also 12 acres in Kansas for
New Mexico property. Box 111,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
State of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel,
In the District Court.
Albinita Portillos de Montoya,

giving you
a present for do- -

ing

TRADE

City.

EMPRESS
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w
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fed.

HER. MAN

N. O.
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NO.
LODGE
KNIGHTS OF PV
TH I AS Meets ei
ery Monday even
tag In Castle Hall

10CAL

SIGN PAINTING

LING) FINISH

'

DORADO

El.

FOR RENT Cheap, two four room
houses on Eleventh street. Call 30
Eleventh or Phone Main 176.

FOR RENT Five room cottage
hiil. Phone Purple 5301.

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

v,

r

a

FURNISHED rooms for light housekeeping; bath Included. 502 .Main
street, corner Fifth.

This elegant Rogers'

O

mmg

FOR SALE

General

one

"

jltvi

COUNBran and ground barley KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
NO. 804. Meets second and
CIL
for feed, at Trambley Roller Mills
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
east of the power house.
Visiting memPioneer building.
Richard
Invited1.
are
bers
cordially
Devise. G. K.; Frank AngeL T. 8.

H

A

Attorneys-st-La-

Name of boy or girl

,.J

,f,

ADVER

es-c-

& HUNKEP

HUNKER

H.

iJeoriff.

I5

o
or

A

M.

n

ok

to be

ii

& L. O. O. MOOSE
Meets second s
fourth Thursday
Regular comt
evening
munication first and
month at W. O W. Hall. TIiltll
third Thursday' In
brothers cordially invited. Howard
sach month. Visiting
T. Dvis, Dictator; J. ThornhilL
brothers cordially
Secretary.
Wm. P. MUIb,
W. M., H. S .an Petten, Secretary. J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 141
I. O. of B. B.
Meeta every first
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at I
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Keg- o'clock p. ra. Visiting brothers ar
ilar conclave sec. d Tue
Isaac Appal
Invited.
cordially
day In each month at Ma-ionlo Temple at 7:39 p. in. u. a..
President, Charles Greenclay, Bee
KinkeL E. C. ; Chas. Tamme,
retary.

A.

Wanted

Op:

Address

, jMKiii.

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.

d

FLOUR

Go-Cyc-

CHAPMAN

Five

Go-Cyc- le

Please enter my subscription to the Las
for which I agree
Vegas Optic for
to pay in advance $

AND CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

.

consti-ation-

Professional Health Culture for Lad!

as well as new may take advantage of
this proposition, but all subscriptions
must be paid up to date before credit

RESTAURANT

cents per 'line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
lines
charged
NOTICE.
will be booked at space actually set
The Deep Lake Hunting and Fish
without regard to number of words.
ing club has leased the lake known
Cash In advlnce preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
as the Deep 'iake, which Is located'
1.
ROY
NO.
Meets every Monday evenins at
S,
VEGA8
LAS
CHAPTER
of
this
south of the La Jara lake
their hall on Sixth street. All visit
AL ARCH MA80NS Regular con
group of Kroenig's lakes of the Ten
to a
vocation first Monday In
lng brethren cordially
Lakes Land company. No person will
G. ;
Gui
N.
F. D. Fries,
tend.
each month, at Masonic
be allowed to hunt or fish upon this
M.
m.
V.
Elwood
G
T.
H.
7:S
.;
Lehman.
p.
Temple at
property except members of the club,
B. Hubbard. H. P.; F. O.
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
and all persons going there must be
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustes.
Blood, Secretary.
prepared to show a membership card
Otherwise
in this organization.
they
HANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
will be arrested for trespassing.
Meet i the Forest of Brotherly
AND
HUNTING
S. Meets first and third Fridays
THE DEEP LAKE
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 1.
Love at Woodmen of the World
PISHING CLUB.
at 7:30 9. m. In Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O Rutled, Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourtk
of each month at 8 p.
Mrs.
Secretary.
Mondays
NOTICE.
kfn Tripp,
tron;
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmie.
The La Jara Hunting and FlBhlng
Telephone MLala IZ.
ciub has leased the La 'Jara and Tip WANTED Girl
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Da
for general houseNO
northerntwo
which
BROTHtRHOOD
are
the
FRATERNAL
uty. Visiting members are espelakes,
work. 1102 Eighth street. Phone
wolcome smd cordially inviv
at
most of th group of Kroenig's lakes
102
Me
night
cially
Monday
every
Vegas 202.
No
ed.
avenue.at
on
Ten
Land
C.
Lakes
O.
of the
R.
company.
Douglas
Hall,
o hunt or
? o'clock.
person will be allowed
Visiting members are
WANTED Competent
stenographer
J. C. Wertx, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURrish upon this property except mem-ner- s
cordially welcome.
and office clerk Answer in own
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets In W.
Buhlor
T.
of tho club, and all persons gosecretary;
J.
president;
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.
show
to
must
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
treasurer.
be
C.
H.
there
prepared
Baliy,
ing
a membership card In this organizaand third Mondays of each month,
B. p. O. ELKS Meets second and
Otherwise they will be arresttion.
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and Laeach
of
ed for trespassing.
fourth Tuesday evening
dies always welcome. O. L. Flers-maon Ninth street
home
month
THE LA JARA HUNTING FOR SALE Cheap, a
Elka
President; A. D. Tillman, Fin
good team of
broth'
avenue.
AND FISHING CLUB.
iocaj
Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
Visiting
and
Douglas
ancier;
bay mares, three and four years old,
Z. W.
ersare cordially Invited'. Got. Wm.
deputy, 908 Jackson avenne;
one sorrel yearling colt and a good
1011
. J. Mills, Kxalted Ruler; D. W. ConATTOKNEY8
Montague, assistant deputy,
spring wagon. T. C. Lipssett, 1026
N. M.
Las
Vegas,
East
don,
street,
Sixth
Secretary.
Fifth street.

o
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LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

COLUMN

AND

will be allowed on

"She

lAQT
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SUBS CRIBE NO

GO-CYCL-

There Is more Catarrh In this
o the country than all other dis
eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to 08 incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly falling to cure with local treatment, pronounced It incurable. Science has proven Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by P. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the
only constitutional cure on the market. It is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
L
'VrtjBrfrl?? "i'Stlif
one hundred dollars for any case it
.lils to cure. Send for circulars and RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
estimonials.
TISEMENTS
Address: P. J. CHEXEY & CO., To

The agonizing discomfort and sense
that accompany hay
fever and asthma may be greatly ai
leviated by the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound.
It has soothing
effect on the mucus linings, and relieves the rasping and ticklln? sensation In the throat and bronchial
tubes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
of suffocation

iO snceee
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST
hear
sever
would
who reads the ads. la this MWspaper and
your property unless It were advertised here.
wast (aa
Others, who read and enavrer ads. in this newspaper
used
maehlisery
automobiles,
are anxious to pay eaah for) books,
it- and furniture, articles of saeiulness of any sort, and musical
struments.
of all feaAs the classified ads. are read by all possiWe buyers,
best as
of
the
finders
come
be
to
save
they
sible sorts of

thlats,

keta.
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people look
buck East."

just

like nice people Iook

"What's different, then?"
"They seem to keep me at arm's
length. I don't see why. You're the
7 F73
biggest man in Belmont, and yet I "
She did not finish the sentence.
cm
"Yet I what?" he urged. .
"I don't understand, that's all."
'
"Who, for instance?"
Gloria thought for a moment, and
resolved only to name persons In a
general way.
ZC
"Well, Letty Loomls."
"Old John Loomls' daughter?"
COPYRICHT BY A.C MCLURG
CO., 1913
"Is he the big wholesale grocer?"
"That's him. What 'd she do?"
8YNOP8I8.
"I tell you she didn't do anything.
timate association with certain ones,
It's just an atmosphere."
CHAPTER I Gloria Kerr, a mothrles which she was not
finding. To all the
irlrl who has spent most of her life at
"Huh! A beautiful lot o' airs she's
school, arrives at her father's home in formal functions Gloria was Invited,
iBelmont. David Kerr Is the political boss but she no
got a right to put on," snorted the
cared
for
balls
longer
big
of the town and is anxious to prevent his
as formerly. Her dances were all boss. "D' you know how old Loomis
.daughter learning of his real character.
made his money?"
CHAPTKR II Kendall, representing the taken, but there was something in the
"Out of groceries, didn't he?"
iChiCRgo
negotiating with atmosphere which dampened her spirpackers, is chief
"Groceries, nothin'. That's just a
adviser, for a its. Although every one was superfiJudge Gilbert, Kerf's
valuable franchise. They fear the oppostall.
He's got a warehouse chuck
of
the reform cially pleasant, there was no cordialsition of Joe Wright, editor
full of rotten whisky he sells iu propaper.
ity in it at all. So she busied herself
real busi"CffitPTER" iil Kerr asks the assistance more and more with remodeling her hibition Kansas. That's his
ness. He don't sell enough groceries
(of Judge Gilbert In introducing Gloria to country home.
(Belmont society and promises to help him
One day at Locust Lawn a man en- in a year to feed a first class boardin'
Kiut through the packers' franchise and let
house. I wouldn't let him sell any;
5ilm have all the graft.
gaged in digging the foundation for
thing to the poor farm. Don't let
new
the
touched
his
and
hat
porch
CHAPTER IV Gloria meets Joe Wright
at the Gilberts. It appears they are on called Mrs. Hayes by name. She that girl o' his put it over you any.
And they say he passes the plate
jlntlmate terms, having met previously in stopped to talk to him and
betrayed
ia touring party In Europe,
a knowledge of his family affairs in church! Gad, I hate a hypocrite.
CHAPTER V Gloria twits Wright on
I'll make him sweat for it."
hls failure to keep an engagement to which astonished Gloria. After they
Her father was so wrought up that
meet her in Paris. He explains that tho had passed, the girl questioned her
death of his mother prevented his going about the workman and how she came Gloria was afraid to speak further,
to Parle.
but when he Insisted she told pf sev'
to know him.
been
CHAPTER
he
Gilberts invite
to the mission for eral instances of which she had
wife
came
"His
.atmosGloria to stay with them pending the
to
term
antagonistic
pleased
he'
was sick,"
help last winter when
refurnishing of the Kerr home.
phere, and in each case Kerr related
Mrs. Hayes explained.
some disgraceful characteristic of the
CHAPTER Vn-O- ne
who
bud
society
In
at
the
man
looked
the
Gloria
refused to meet Gloria Is forced to do so
when her father Is made to feel Kerr's trench, bending his back in pain that head of the family. Once he did not
to give his opinion of a socipower.
she might have a place to serve tea In hesitate
woman
whose history he knew
ety
CHAPTER
ght
begins his the afternoon and loll in a swinging
well. This intimate knowledge of Belfight against the proposed franchise in seat in the
a
was
He
but
moonlight.
the columns of his paper, the Belmont
and his belittling refermont
News.
unit out of those teeming millions of ences affairs
to leading citizens made Gloria
alCHAPTER IX
his units to whose existence she had
Kerr, through
reach the conclusion that in some way
henchmen, exerts every influence to hamways been indifferent. Had she been he was in a class
by himself. This
per Wright in the publication of his pa- told in other
that
this
man's
days
per.
caused her to soothe him with the
died
she
want
of
family had almost
remark:
(Continued from Yesterday)
would have let it stay In her mind no
"Father, I think they're jealous belonger than the news that a hundred cause
you're head and shoulders above
to
burned
death
had
been
poor girls
in a fire trap a bribed factory inspec- them all."
CHAPTER X.
She might not love him, but her
tor had branded as safe. In other
pride in him and her loyalty to him
not
would
she
considered
have
words,
When Gloria Kerr returned from the matter at all. To have dominion were all the greater for the lack of
St. Louis, she found half a hundred over
at fault
palm and pine to Gloria meant love. She felt that she was
calling cards awaiting her. The worn-- i only that from these lands should be for not having that true filial regard
en she was anxious to meet had called
the best there was for the which other daughters had for their
while she was out of town. Those gathered
lords of the earth. And of that order fathers, and therefore whenever she
who delayed their visits until her recould she strengthened her faith in
she knew herself to be one.
turn were people whom she readily
Sin and suffering were familiar to him as Belmont's leading citizen. She
recognized as being quite on the her in the abstract, sodden wretches was proud to be his daughter.
outer fringe of society. In them she she had seen invade even Fifth avewas not interested. When Gloria went
CHAPTER XI.
nue, but that back of all were stories
to return the calls of those whom she of
oppresweaknesses,
misfortunes,
had come to know were regarded as
On the day of his Interview with
inhuman exploitation, and man's
the first families of Belmont, she sion,
Kerr had asked Kendall
McMinitry
conman
not
she
had
inhumanity to,
found no one at home.
sidered. She believed they were born and Dr. Hayes to meet him at Judge
Somewhat mortified, but making no into their caste
office directly after luncheon.
just as she was born Gilbert's
confession of her feelings even to into hers.
At this conference he intended to tell
Mrs. Gilbert, Gloria threw herself into
them they would have to acquire the
Now as she listened to this workthe work of remodeling Locust Lawn man
heard his story from Mrs News. The transfer of the property
talk,
with all the vigor she would othernot be made until after the
Hayes, learned that he had little chil- need
wise have expended upon social du- dren
but he wanted to know at
election,
as
she
him
dependent upon
just
ties. Her active superintendence kept
once
it was his.
that
had been dependent upon her father
her a good part of the time in the before he had
The boss was late, and the three
made a settlement upon
country, although she still made her her, making her independent, Gloria men had to wait some time for him.
home with Mrs. Gilberst Sometimes
"I wouldn't want the boys to know
began to realize that there was such
she would pass the night at Locust a
said Gilbert disconsolately, "but
it,"
as
man.
of
the
She
thing
fellowship
;Lawn out of a sense of duty to her was not uncharitable. Whenever any I'm afraid he's got us beat."
father. The evenings spent In his
Kendall was hopeful still.
appeal had been made to her she had
"It's three days till election," he
.cqmpany were not ones of unalloyed always
her
emptied
pocketbook
pleasure. More and more she was thoughtlessly and considered her duty urged. "Anything can happen in that
coming to acknowledge to herself that done. Now the thought of personal time."
her father did not, could not enter service came to her. She was igno"I wish I believed in miracles like
Into her life, into the activities which rant of what she could
was Dr. Hayes' rueful comdo, even of its you do,"
ment.
gave her pleasure.
to
her
of
measure
power
any
bring
Kerr honestly tried, but it was im"Only a miracle can save us," added
happiness, but it was worth trying.
For one thing, he was en-- ,
possible.
had driven in silence almost Judge Gilbert gloomily.
They
"I tell you, gentlemen," insisted
gaged in a heated political campaign, to town before Gloria turned to Mrs.
Kendall, "I still think Dave Kerr can
fighting to retain supremacy. Gloria, Hayes and said:
on her side, saw that she had been
"Mrs. Hayes, the next time you go swing it."
"All the same," answered the correbuffed socially, and was not on close to the mission
I want you to take me."
enough terms of intimacy with her
Several days later Gloria. went with oner, "when I went out to stick my
in real estate options on
father to tell him about it. The girl Mrs.
Hayes to view at cloBe range the good money I
knew that he had been the social lead- work
wash I'd been riding
sites
factory
done in the poorer quarer in Belmont, and she was ashamed ters ofbeing
Belmont by the Presbyterian Balaam's ass."
The others' laugh at his expense
that she had not been able to win ail Mission. She met Mrs. Wallace, the
hearts as he had done
was cut short by the entrance of Dafrom
and
her
learned
the
matron,'
vid Kerr.
Gloria's admiration of her father's story of the humble but unfortunate
"How 's it look, Mr, Kerr?" asked
to
which
the
and
evils
toilers,
betnot
they
did
lessen
their
powers
upon
Gilbert.
were
their
a
prey
through
constantly
ter acquaintance, Strange as it may
"It might be worse," was the reply
ignorance and inability to protect
eem, her loyalty to him was strengththe votes, don't we?"
ened by each turn of fortune's wheel themselves. Gloria then accompanied "We countwas
not optimistic.
Gilbert
which thrust her back upon herself. her on a round of visits, and soon the
"I'm afraid it isn't going to be that
on
was
such
interest
the
that
girl's
in
veneer
nature
her
The frivolous
close."
was being worn away, and the'real days Mrs. Hayes went to the mission
"Have you heard anything from tha
Gloria was beginning to appear. she was glad to go with licr.
The boss was disturber! at his eleventh?" queried Kendall.
IKerr's was indeed a powerful person"I had a talk with Sweeney this
trip into the lowest quarality, and Gloria was coming to see daughter's
ters of Belmont.
morning, and he said he could put
jWhy he was so successful. A woman's
people in the
"This :an't no kind o' play, girl," enough stock-yard- s
Intuition and not an understanding of
to deliver the ward all right
the facts in the case was the girl's tu- he complained. "Why don't you stick
BauerHchmidt was in my office at the
to society?"
tor. She hugged to ber heart the
same time. He's up against it in tne
fine
she
with
"Socisty!"
replied
of Joe Wright and her father.
Iln the younger; man she saw some of scorn. "Why doesn't society stick to sixth."
"Then we can't count on much outitha traits which made her father a tne?"
side the river wards," snid Keniirs!!.
ipower magnetism, reserve strength,
"What's the matter?"
Kerr nodded his head. He could;
land a logical mind. Wright had that
He had been quick to catch the note
Kind more:
he had all the social of unhappiness. His daughter hid not have added that the river ward men
vote
but that
traces. To her, however, his great- meant to say anything, but the words would was noearly and often,
occasion for it. It was
est appeal was that he was youth, had slipped out before she could think. there
an open secret that for several weeks
eternal youth, and love.
She now tried to eiune the impresfloaters bad been colonized In the
What Gloria could not understand sion by saying:
levee district.
was why Wright was avoiding her. In ."Matter? Nothing. Why?"
"We can't count on much besides
;her ears ehe could hear him whisper
The boss' suspicions were not to them
wards," explained Kerr, "unless
s he had that night:
be so lulled.
the Belmont News goes out of busifrom
"You're keepin' somethin' back
ness."
Spring oh the hills. Beloved,
me, Gloria. What is it?"
On the side of a meartowed slope;
"What can we do about it?" inAnd Love in our hearts, Beloved,
"No, I'm not," she insisted.
Love, and Spring and Hope,
Hayes. He saw defeat staring
"Has anyone done anythin' or said quired
them in the face.
Now was spring here, and hope and anythin' to you?"
"Sam," replied the boss after a mothe promise of love, but he did not
"Nothing."
come.
"But somethin'a buck o' all this. You ment's silence, "every man's got his
After her return from St.
in some form or other."
Louis she had waited in vain. Then ain't happy.
Anybody can see that. price
"News or no News, we've got to
she had asked to have him invited to Now v hat's it all about?'! He waitdinner. When Mrs. Gilbert telephoned ed for her to reply, but she would win," exclaimed Kendall desperately.
"I've staked everything on it in Chihim he refused owing to press of not speak. "Can't you answer?"
and I must get results and that
business, but asked to speak to GloForced into a corner, unable to turn cago
ria. She came to the telephone and the conversation, Gloria saw no way means a franchise and nothing but a
franchire."
they had a pleasant chat. He told her of escape, and finally stammered:
"Then we've got to have that paper
that he was busy finishing some maglt'a it's well it's just an atmosat any coat."
azine articles which the editor was
phere."
"It's mortgaged for all it's worth,"
pressing him for, and that he was
"You go every place."
said .Gilbert.
working night and day. For the time
"To all the big things, yes."
"That won't help us in the next
being Gloria accepted this explana"People are nice to you."
three
tion. The day of their telephone condays," snapped Kendall.
said,
but
finally
She hesitated,
"There ain't no use mincing matversation there came from him a box "Ye-es.- "
"
of red roses at the dinner hour.
ters," concluded the boss. "We're up
"Ain't they?"
in
It must not be thought that
against it. There's only one thing to
admitted
she
I
so,"
suppose
"Oh,
was entirely cut off from society. a lifeless manner. "Perhaps I'm not do; see what he'll sell for, and pay
It was the society she craved, the In used to westnwaye. yet the nice him his price."
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SEVEN

Judge 'Gilbert looked at the matter
from the point, of view of a business
lawyer.
"It won't be c;:;h down for the
whole thing. We merely assume the
mortgage, and then pay him whatever
he'll take to clear out."
Kerr had figured all this out. With
him time was the moRt important

as tne two men walked back into
the library, Mrs. Hayes was saying:
"Dr. Hayes and I have had quite an
argument, and here are the lawyers,
Gloria, who can settle the question for
us. Can a woman steal from her husband, Mr. Kendall?"
Kendall knitted his brows in perplexity.
"Really, Mrs. Hayes, that Is
consideration.
a question I shall have to take un"We've got to get busy mighty der advisement."
"But a man can steal from his wife,"
quick," said the boss.
"When are you going to see him?" Gloria put in. There was a general
asked Kendall.
laugh at this which she did not relish.
"I'm talking seriously.
"Right away.".
If it weren't
"We can't very well go to his office," so. we mightn't be here
begging
said Gilbert. "Even that little move money."
would give him more of an advan"So you are after money," said
tage."
Judge Gilbert lightly. "Then you must
"Get him over here," ordered Kerr tell me why I should contribute to
"Telephone .blm. He'll come. You keep men from stealing from their
needn't say who's here."
wives, you who have no one to steal
Judge Gilbert picked up the tele- from you."
Gloria was not to be diverted from
phone on the table and asked Williams, his secretary, who sat in the what she had to say. These men to
outer office, to get Mr. Wright at the whom she was talking represented to
Belmcnt News on the line for him.
her what was best in Belmont, what
Judge Gilbert's offices consisted of was best in manhood.
She wished
an outer room where sat his secre- them to see the truth as she saw it.
"It isn't that kind of stealing," she
tary; within, where Kerr and his lieutenants were in conference, was the went on ; "it's worse than that. Till I
library, a large room looking out on went with Mrs. Hayes to visit the
the main thoroughfore of Belmont; mission I had no idea of the degrada-t!6and from this, opposite the outer reand misery in a town even like
ception room, then opened, two Belmont. When I say men steal from
smaller rooms, one of which Gilbert their wives I mean they take money
used as his private office, the other they should spend on their families
as a room for consultations.
and spend it for whisky and gambling.
When Gilbert finished telephoning,
"I think it's a shame that such men
he said, "He's busy going over the as you, Judge Gilbert, and you, Dr.
proofs of some late stuff for this after- Hayes, and you, Father, of all persons,
noon's paper, but he'll be over in hali permit such things to happen here in
an hour or so."
Belmont. I wish I were a man!"
"You can't keep people from spendCHAPTER XII.
ing their money," said Kerr, as he
looked at his watch.
When Gloria found that the PresbyDr. Hayes caught the slight nod the
terian Mission was in need of money boss gave, and said something to his
in order to extend its work, she sug- wife. Then, interrupting the discusgested to Mrs. Hayes that they go sion, he said to Gloria:
among their friends, explain the situ"I'm already on the list of cheerful
ation and ask money for their charity. givers, Miss Kerr, and I'm going to
One of the first upon whom they ask if you'll let me
carry off Mrs.
called was Judge Gilbert.
Williams Hayes for half an hour or so."
"But I'm only assisting her," she reexplained that the judge was busy
for a few minutes and asked them to plied in surprise.
be seated. He did not know If the
"You can tell Judge Gilbert about It
men cared to be bothered with mere even better than she can. I know how
women on such a day.
It Is when married ladles come to my
When Williams announced that Miss office and when unmarried
ladies
Kerr and Mrs. Hayes wished to see come."
him, Judge Gilbert asked Kerr if he
"Yes," laughed his wife, "he keeps
knew the meaning of the visit.
me poor, contributing to things that
"They got some sort o' mission are none of our business just because
work they're beggin' for. It's just a pretty girls come In and he can't refuse them. Dr. Hayes says we won't
polite shake down."
"I didn't know she had taken it up be long, Gloria. You don't mind, do
that seriously. I just thought she went you?"
"Of course not Where shall I meet
down with Mrs. Hayes out of
two you?"
room, there opened
"We'll come back here."
osity."
Gloria turned from saying goodby to
"Women is queer creatures, Amos.
Gloria's spendin' lots of her time with Mrs. Hayes to find only her father In
the room with her. Kendall and Judge
had withdrawn to the latter's
LLL Gilbert
private office.
"Where's Joe Wright been keepin'
himself?" asked Kerr suddenly.
The girl did not betray the slightest
Interest in the question. She took her
time about answering, and when she
spoke It was in the most nonchalant
manner.
"Mr. Wright? Oh, he's in Belmont"
"You don't go with him like you
used to. He ain't been to Locust Lawn
once."
"He says he's busy when I see him.
I meet him occasionally."
"I thought you and him waa good
friends."
"Oh, we are."
Although she answered his questions
in an
manner, her father was
not deceived. From what he had been
told and also from what he had observed, he felt that his daughter had
a genuine regard for the owner of the
Belmont News. Of its depth he could
not decide.
"Them Mission Things Is Usually
"He ain't been near you for a long
Fakes."
time."
not 'bothering about him. I'm
Sam's wife savin' souls. You're in for not"I'm
bothering particularly about anyit. She got me to subscribe a hundred dollars. Wanted my name to head one."
The
that at this mothe list. I told her to put me down ment girl was gladcame
from his priGilbert
Judge
Said
I
was
castin'
as Cheerful Giver.
vate office. Her father was questionbread on the water without any hope
about matters she preferred to
Them mission ing her
o' gittin' it back.
keep to herself.
fakes."
is
usually
things
"If Miss Gloria can spare you, Mr.
The boss' further opinion concern- Kerr," said the
judge, "Mr. Kendall
work
was
voiced
not
settlement
ing
would like to gee you in my office. I've
was
Kerr
while
talking, Judge come back to be persuaded that I
because,
Gilbert had telephoned Williams to
to join the cheerful givers."
usher Mrs. Hayes and Miss Kerr into ought
"I ll tell Kendall, Gloria, that he's
the library.
got to join the lodge," were Kerr'B
Followed by the other men, Gilbert parting words as he went into the inadvanced to meet them, and after the ner office.
usual greetings had been exchanged,
Remembering that Miss Kerr had
offered them chairs.
not been given the chance to explain
"You must pardon us," began Mrs. her visit fully. Judge Gilbert took a
Hayes, "We did not expect to find enair beside her and said:

n

'

curi-ceptio-

I7n

d

j

you so busy.

To tell
to find

the truth, we

two persons
didn't expect
here whom we have already visited."
She looked at Kerr and her husband.
"I'm the Cheerful Giver," said Kerr
with a humorous grimace which pretended to show that the donation was
not so cheerfully parted with.
"I'm not so cheerful, but I was a
giver," added Dr. Hayes.
"I told Judge Gilbert to lock the
safe, that I knew you would be after
money," Kerr continued.
"Highway robbers, I call them," was
Dr. Hayes' testimony this time.
'A bad reputation they've given us.
Judge Gilbert," laughed Gloria, "and
we don't deserve it, indeed we don't."
Kerr walked Into the private office
and Gilbert, catching his eye, followed
him. The boss said something; Gilbert looked at the women and then
nodded his head in assent. Dr. Hayes,
also catching the boss' eye, strolled
away from the group casually as the
judge rejoined it. A word with him
was all that Kerr required. The master of Locust Lawn was setting the
stage with an eye that overlooked no
detail. There was too much at stake
for him to neglect to Interpolate anything effective which chance might
throw in his way,

"Now, I'm

at your service, prepared

to believe the most terrible things
about our fair Belmont."
"When you talk like that, Judge
Gilbert, I'm afraid you're laughing at

me."
Of late Gloria's seriousness had far
outweighed her old mood of joyous-ness- ,
and she now insisted on being

taken seriously.
"You've lectured me so long for be- -'
ing shocked at what I've found that
I'm afraid to say any more."
Judge Gilbert was seeking in his
mind for some plausible reason to advance which would be sufficient to remove Gloria from the work she had
undertaken, when Williams entered.
"I beg your pardon, sir," said the
secretary, "but Mr. Wright is here."
"Mr. Wright," exclaimed Gloria. She
almost rose from her seat, but feeling
the eyes of the lawyer upon her, sank
back again and tried to appear quite
at her ease.
"Tell him I'll see him in a minute."
"Yes, sir."
Williams went out, and left Gloria
feeling as if she were on the stand, a
witness in her own defense. She was
provoked because she knew the attorney had heard her exclamation. Something within her made her wish to rush

away. But this wish In ah Instant
gave place to one more ardent She
would see him, speak to him, learn the
truth from his own lips if he were
man enough to speak, and then go
away forever. Deep down in her heart,
however, she heard a whisper out of
the leaves of their "birthday book,"

TRIFLE SUSPICION

words he had whispered:

Spring In the hllla. Beloved,
On the side of a meadowed slope;
And Love In our hearts, Beloved,
Love and Spring and Hope.

(To be Continued Tomorrow)
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BUSINESS

By WALTER PULITZER.

Mrs. Borderhouse Why don't you
have some soup, Mr. Skinnie? It will
In the parlor window of a small, not hurt you.
Mr. Skinnie I'm afraid of it Ma'am.
unpretentious house, situated on an

East side street of Manhattan, there I think it should be
appears a sign, which proclaims the
ALWAYS THE SAME
occupant to be a "Doctor Skinner,
Eye Specialist"
There fell a morning one immediately succeeding the night of a
political association ball on which
the modest waiting-rooof Doctor
Skinner was crowded more than
usual; for be it known the "doctor"
is singularly adept in the treatment,
or "fixing up," of black eyes. One
of those in line was an undersized,
fellow, past middle, age.
ragged
Over one eye was tightly bound a
huge handkerchief of screaming red,
which, when his turn came, he removed to show Skinner
an optic
and considerglassy and lusterless
able shot with blood.
The East side expert, however, In
view of the lowly, unmoneyed appearance of the patient, and the
other probably better paying ones
in waiting, gave the injured eye but
a superficial glance and the owner
a small bottle of "Doctor Skinner'e
"What Is a fairy tale, pa?"
"One that ends: 'And bo they mar
Magic Fluid" for which he collected 50 cents and, with a su- ried and lived happily ever afterward 3
perior air, bowed the man to the my eon."
door.

A week perhaps had elapsed when
one morning the little man, more

NO WONDER

ragged than ever, again made
at the great doctor's office, complaining that the eye was
no better and vociferously demanding a stronger medicine. Skinner
without much ado, quickly compounded a perparation, which he explained he was "sometimes forced to
use In obstinate cases," and this
time collecting a dollar, bowed the
importunate caller out as before.
The next morning came a violent
ring at the doctor's bell.
A grinning colored bay answering
it admitted no other than the de
visitor of the two pre
vious occasions, but accompanied this
man
time by an elderly,
who quietly but firmly demanded to
see Dr. Skinner at once. There was
something in the aspect of the men
which boded no good for the eye
First Germ My gracious, old man,
specialist. The little man's face, or but you look bad! What's the matter?
that part of it not hidden from view Second Germ Yep, I'm about
by the huge flaming handkerchief, was In. The last party I tackled was
a veritable study of cuppressed rage, pessimist.
The doctor soon sallied forth from
his inner office. Noting that his callLAST CRY
ers were standing, he said in his blunt
ly polite way: "Sit down, sit down."
Thanks, we'll stand," said the el
y
derly man. Then he asked sharply:
"You're Dr. Skinner, ain't you?"
"That's my name, but"
"And you know this man here, don't
!t
f
.,
ft
you?" Indicating the former patient
You treated him for an affection of
the eye, didn't you?" asked the inquis
jected-lookin-

well-dresse-

t

ff

'

if

itor.

"Well, yes' I suppose I did but say,
the deuce are you ? I '
Drawing a card from his pocket, he
handod it to the astonished Skinner,
who read the words, "Leo Van Slike,
who

Attorney-at-Law.- "

iff !A ) t

?

"I don't understand," began the doctor, nervously fumbling the card.
"Don't suppose you do," replied Van
Slike. "However, I'll tell you. My
client here (this was said in a very
lordly tone) is about to sue you for

that's all!"
Wifey 1 got another new hat today.
"Sue me," cried the eye specialist
Hubby My dear, that is the last
in surprised indignation. "Why me, straw.
pray? What are you driving at anyWifey I know it just from Paris.
way?"
The words were no sooner out of his
ENDING THE QUARREL,
mouth than the little man tore the
handkerchief from his head, and lift
ing a sunken eyelid revealed beneath
it a hole a hideous cavity, half black,
half red, where once an eye had been.
"Burnt out! curse you!" he roared
in anguished fury.
"Burnt out!
Jr7 1
That's what we're drivin' at"
"A mighty serious business, I should
say," commented the lawyer.
'T
"One moment" interposed the doctor, excitedly. "Why shouldn't we
compromise this matter without no
toriety? I'll give $300. I'm no millionaire, Mr. Van Slike."
The lawyer eyed him keenly. "You'll
have to double that," he said. "And
I'll give you just one minuto to go to
your desk and make out a check.'
His tone waa exasperatingly cool.
There was nothing left for the spe
cialist to do but obey the mandate,
and within a few minutes the two unMabel I'm trying to be fair.
welcome visitors left the place richer
Percy You are divinely fair, but
by $000.
very unjust.
Said the astute Van Slike: "Say,
touch we make
Jim, I think the
Accidental.
ought to be in some town where
Professor Can you tell the classwe're not known. Then we'll be able the name of the belt north of the equato sue for twice a3 much. Ha, ha, hn!" tor?
Said the unsuspecting
Skinner:
'16 Can't sir.
"What an idiot I was not to examine
Professor Correct. Yale Record, i
the little monkey's eye when he first
called!"
Its Contrariness.
Yet had the great man done eo
"The sr'icn o t!-- i ;
there would have been no story. The lish sufTrc
n
s in go,
i
eye was glass!
. n
strikes eiws to he v v
i
(Copyright, 1913, by the McClure News- "Yes, Dut aft r u
$5,000,

if

sxt

L
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paper Syndicate.)
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ON ACCOUNT
of our stcte being closed this afternoon we will
have an extra amount of fruits and vegetables

for tomorrow morning.

lamps

HAS

PLEA FOR MORE

at 7:53

and other vegetables from home gardens

Stearns Store
11

.earn

2E

YOU CAN GET

ICECOLD BUTTERfllLK
AT THE CREAMERY
ANYTIME - 15c GALLON

A

Best Ball Bearing

Special dinner at the Plaza hotel DELIVERS STIRRING ORATION TO
50 cents.
Adv.
GRADUATES AT SECOND NOR-

I

Skates

Side-Wal- k

$1.35 for the $2.00 Kind

Sunday,

COMMENCEMENT

The address by Major E. P. Bujac
to the Normal graduates last night
was a stirring discourse on The Love
Why cook at home when you can of Country and the Respect for tbe
get a better dinner Sunday at the Flag." Major Bujac said that the ml
Plaza hotel for 50 cents?
Adv. mitia of the different states were
tion.

Cucumber

noun

u

PATRIOTISM

Try a dram or oiQ Taylor
at he Opera Bar. Adv.

Vicente Montoya
of the Boston
Clothing store Is enjoying his vaca

Pie Cherries
Red Raspberries
Strawberries
Peaches Las Cruces Cantaloupes
Cauliflower
Extra Fancy Table Plums

y

o'clock this evening.

MAL.

WE EXPECT

Celery

Light automobile

BUM

organizations to be prouc of rather
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged than to be made fun of. He said that
In wood. Direct from the dlstlUery the United States
has the best sol
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
diers of any country because they
Adv, are quick to see what should be done
and are not wholly dependent on the
The body of Jose Manuel Gonzales orders of the officers. Major
Bujac
accompanied by Jose A. Romero, was declared that until the people taught
sent yesterday afternoon to Santa Fe patriotism to their children and until
where burial occurred today. Gonza it was taught in the pub'ic schoois,
les died on Santa Fe train No. 10 the United States need never expect
Wednesday morning when
being to be, or rather, continue to be, one
brought to this city to be committed of the world's greatest powers. Mato the State Hospital for the Insane jor Bujac is an able spe.'rker and it
was a pleasure to those that heard
The First Regiment band promises him.
to have one of the most enjoyable
Governor McDonald, though arrivdances of the season tonight at the ing 'late, made a few remarks to the
be well attended.
The dance will audience telling them of the great
armory. No doubt this affair will work that the Normal is doing and
start at 9 o'clock. The orchestra that how necessary It was to the state
will furnish the music was unable to along the educational line.
give for publication a complete pro
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero
gram of the music that will be played, spoke on the work that the Normal is
but, according to those in charge, it doing toward education of the
in this part of the
will be the best obtainable.
country, and of the great advantages
Julius Bacharach Krause, who has that it offers to all persons, no matresided in Las Vegas fo- eight years, ter of what race.
Thirty-fou- r
this morning applied at the court
diplomas were present
house for his final naturalization as ed during the evening, sffme of which
a citizen of the United States. Karl were special degrees.
The musical
D. Goodall and Charles Greenciay ap part of the program was excellent.
deserves
peared before Deputy County Clerk Miss Marguerite Cluxton
William B. Stapp and swore that great credit for the showing made
Krause had been a res'dnt of Las by the Glee club and by the orchesAfter tra.
Vegas for fully eight years.
in the art room was displayed the
a hearing at .the November term of
the district court it is likely that work that has been done during the
Krause will be granted citizenship. slimmer school. The crowd was
He is at present a subject of the em- pleased with the exhibit and many
tried to get some of the work from
peror of Germany.
the pupils. ' This is the best exhibit
A. O. Wheeler of Denver left this that has been seen In the Normal
afternoon for his home,after having for some time, and great credit is
due to Miss Mann, head of the de
been a business visitor here for the
for the way in which she
partment,
two
weeks.
past
handled the classes. ,
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for White Enameled Mugs.
10c for Pointing Trowels.
15c for Screen Door Sets Complete.
20c yard Tor best Table Oil
Cloth.
75c for $1.25 Tennis Rackets.
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
PhonmMalnZI

'

THE OLD RELIABLE

WAGON

BA

DRILLED

FOR OFFICERS

Yesterday evening in the Y. M. C.
A. the officers of the New Mexico National Guard and Mrs. W. C. McDonald, wife of Governor McDonald, were
entertained by the Junior class of the
association at an exhibition. The exhibition was composed of marching,
games and other Interesting
events and proved to be entertaining.
This class has developed into one
of the best drilled lot of boys that
have ever been assembled at the association, and the way in which they
go through their stunts is a credit to
the Y. M. C. A. Among those present
at the entertainment were Mrs. W. C.
McDonald,
Adjutant General and
Mrs. A. S. Brookes, Colonel and Mrs.
E. C. Abbott, Captain and Mrs. J. L.
Seligman, Major and Mrs. E. P. Bujac,
and a number of officers of the militia
together with the parents of the boys.
Assistant Secretary Burns conducted
the exercises.
calis-tenlc-

!

Co.

Gross, Kelly

ATTEND

25c, 35c, 45c for Tennis Balls.
5c for three Nest Eggs.

'

Smobrn.s

SEAL BRAND COFFEE
Any food ta.stes good witn it
THE GBAAF & BAYWAKD GO. STOBE
Sole Agents for Las Vegas,

la

N. M.

Home of the Best ef Everyliilng

MM

THE BALL

About 250 people, it is estimated,
will attend the reception to be given
tonight in the Commercial club rooms
in honor of Governor W. C. McDonald,
his staff and the officers of the National Guard of New Mexico. The
dancing at this affair will start
prompt'y at 9 o'clock and will continue
until late in the evening.
A committee of ladies spent this
morning making final arrangements
for the decoration of the club quarters
the
and by noon had transformed
rooms into a scene of beauty. Refreshments will be served during the
Governor McDonald arrived
evening.
in Las Vegas last night and this afternoon attended the review at Camp
McDonald.
He, with Mrs. McDonald,
have accepted the invitation of the
Commercial club, as have the officers
of the New Mexico National Guard.
"HARVEY'S"

EVERYBODY BEADS 'THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

ATTACK

REPULSED

Famous mountain ranch: 31st
Old management; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leave
muiphey's or Plaza hotel.

m

it

We are showing a most complete line at reasonable prices.

5c for 3 dozen Clothes Pins.
5c for Blue Seal Vaseline.
5c for Glass Percolator Tops.

J.

C.

JOHNSEN & SON

COMPLETE

HOME FLR.NISHER.S

6c for Map'ie Door Stops.
85c for $1.25 Galvanized Rural
Mail Boxes.
See Our Big Line of
CAST ALUMINUM WARE

This Week at

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S, B, Davis, Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

TIEMSOmUL
Opposite

Y. M. C. A.

FIRST NATIONAL BANE
JOHN KINNEY WEDS

MISSTATE SIIUPP

OF LAS VEGAS.

Capital.

POPULAR YOUNG COUPLE GO TO
ELY, NEV., WHERE THEY
WILL RESIDE

ton Kinney. The ceremony was per
formed by the Rev. Norman Skinner
pastor of the First Presbyterian
church, in the presence of a few of
the relatives and friends of the bride
and groom. Following the ceremony
a wedding supper was served. Mr.
and Mrs. Kinney left early this morning for Ely, Nev., where Mr. Kinney
has secured a good position' with the
t'nited States government and where
lie and his bride will reside.
Mrs. Kinney is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Shupp. She is the
possessor of a large number of friends
in Las Vegas. Mr. Kinney came here
about three years ago and was employed by the Investment and Agencv
corporation as stenographer. Recently
he has been in the employ of Appel
Brothers. Mr. Kinney is a young man
of ability. He is popular in Las Vegas. Mr. .and Mrs. Kinney have the
test wishes of a large number of
friends.

s
Tbe many
of the
evening did not affect the attendance
at the revival meeting last night to
any noticeable extent. The taber
nacle was fairly filled; the singing
was vigorous and the "speaker as earnest and urgent as heretofore. The
text was Psalms 39-- "And Now Lord
What Wait I for, My Hope is in Thee."
From these words as a text the
preacher dealt with some of the ex
cuses which men offer for not enter
ing upon the Christian life. He said
one would think that everyone would
consider some of the thousands of
reasons for being a Christian and act
accordingly but Satan blinds our eyes
with the excuses which he suggests.
One man says I am waiting until I can
act more wisely, discreetly and
Another says I am
waiting until I can become more fit
to come to the Lord. Another criticises the church and says I am wait
ing for the church members to become
better and still another says I am
waiting because I am afraid I cannot

Si 00,000

N

M

Surplus, and Undivided Fro it;

h

fc.i.000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy acd Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banki.

Last night at 9 o'clock at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Shupp on the
West side, occurred the. wedding of
Miss Kate Shupp and Mr. John New

The subordinate lodges of ma MANY EXCUSES FOR
chinists In all parts of the country
are taking a referendum vote, for ofNEGLECTING GOD
ficers of the international association.
The principal contest is for president,
the candidates being William R John EVANGELIST
RUNYAN
SHOWS
ston, incumbent, and Thomas L. WilTHE FALLACY OF THE ARGUof
the
vice presidents.
son, one
MENTS OF MANY MEN '

Interest Paid on 7ltr.e Deposits

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR BflfiR

$1,050

OVERLAND NODF.l 59 T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las

Veps Automobile

Phone Main 344,

BUY

Hoe

&

Vhalen,

Ca

bowler Prtkps

&

AUTO DELSWERY WJZQOti

Insures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Expense

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in'operation cheaper than horse power

counter-attraction-

j

AFFAIR IN HONOR OF GOVERNOR
AND OFFICERS AT COMMERCIAL CLUB TONIGHT

wfll always be a success if you serve Chase
&

REBEL

Shanghai, China, July 25 The land
forces, helped by the guns of Admiral
Tseng's warships, repeDed a fierce
assault by the rebels who Had been
reinforced during the njght. The
southerners attacked furiously at a
o'clock this morning, but were driven
off after prolonged
fighting. The
foreign consuls lodged a complaTBt
with Admiral Tseng that shells from
the warships had fallen in the for
eign concessions.

LARGE CROWD WILL

Sole Agents
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STRAWBERRIES
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CHERRIES EVERY DAY
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hold out.
By argument.-anecdot- e
and illustra
tion, punctuated by humor and pathos,

the evangelist dealt with these various excuses and again held the un
divided attention of his hearers. The
revival campaign will continue tonight
and tomorrow nisrht in the tabernacle.
The Sunday morning service will be
held in the Presbyterian church. There
will he a meeting for men at 3 p. m.
in the Y. M. C. A. and in the evening
the
concluding meeting will be held
1
in the Duncan opera house.
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Investigate its merits and obtain full particubrs from

FOR. SALE
house complete. Including a very handsome
room
suit, china cabinet, wardrobe, hat rack and
bed
maple
etc.
seat, rugs, chairs,
Furniture of a
birds-ey-

e

Owner leaving city, wishes to sell al'i together if possible.
'

CALL OR PHONE

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,
Main 40.

Prest. and Mgr.
603

Lincoln Avenue.

